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From the Editor 

“The world as we have created it is a process of our 

thinking. It cannot be changes without changing our 

thinking.” – Albert Einstein 

I firmly believe in this quote and it is so relevant in 

present times when the education system is going 

through a roller coaster. 

Education is the major deciding factor of country’s 

growth therefore; it is the duty of every citizen to 

build a strong base in education. Over the past few 

years, country has seen tremendous change in the 

adaption of technology, which is a great sign of 

country’s development in education sector. 

Technology in particular has given beautiful wings to 

the reforms in education. The booming demand of AI and rise of digitalization in education 

has seen tremendous improvement in adoption and acceptance by institutions. While the 

digitalization is at the verge of stabilization in most of the institutions, AI is still emerging. 

Digitalization has become necessity, but AI is still an option with increased focus on life skills 

and employability, institutions have seen and surge in enrolment of new subjects like 

robotics and 3D printing. This is the beginning of “Change in thinking”!!! 

In this edition of Education India, the cover story published is one of the interactive segment 

of the education sector i.e. School Security & Safety Programs. We have discussed the 

importance of School Safety Management and prioritizing Digital Safety and Cloud Solutions 

for keeping children safe at school and monitoring all school employees. We have also 

discussed the Futuristic Model in Campus Placement and Best Practices in Virtual Campus 

Hiring helping students and education institutions. 
 

This Issue also covers the thoughts and opinions of the top educationists, who have great 

expertise in the education sector as well as have explored, initiated and tried implementing 

their ideas to transform the way of learning. 

Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and technological developments 

from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key 

developments in India and globally. 

I wish you a happy and interesting reading!! 

Follow us on:  

Visit us at: www.eldrok.com 
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Education Briefs – National 
BYJU'S Raises $800 Million in Funding, Led by Founder Raveendran with a $22 Billion Market Value: 
The Bengaluru-based business has secured 

new money at a valuation of $22 billion, up 

22% from the last announced valuation of 

$18 billion when it raised $296 million in 

October last year. BYJU’S, an Indian EdTech 

behemoth, has raised $800 million in a 

strategic fundraising round led by Byju 

Raveendran, the company’s founder and 

CEO, who contributed half of the total 

amount raised. The new funding comes as 

BYJU’S prepares to launch its initial public 

offering on the New York Stock Exchange. At 

least three Special Purpose Acquisition 

Companies (SPACs) are known to be in talks 

with the company about merging and going 

public. Michael Klein’s Churchill Capital, 

Michael Dell’s MSD Acquisition Corp., and the 

SPAC pushed by Harry Sloan, a long-time 

Hollywood executive, are among the SPACs, 

according to a Bloomberg article..
 

 

Platform for self-study Mentor Match Raises $1 Million in Pre-Seed Investment:  

Mentor Match was founded in October 2020 

by Rohit Raheja (CEO), Sachit Dugar (COO), 

and Rayhaan Shaik (CMO), all recent 

architecture graduates, to offer students with 

the personal attention they need with a 24/7 

study companion at the touch of a button. 

Mentor Match, a self-study platform that 

connects kids in grades 8 through 12 with 

experienced mentors/tutors via a one-on-

one live video chat, has raised $1 million in a 

pre-Seed round from Sapient Fund, a US-

based seed-stage business fund run by 

Karthik Sundaram. The programme also 

assists high school kids as well as college 

students from top colleges such as IIT, 

Ashoka, and BITS Pilani, where admittance is 

contingent on knowing high school sections 

like the back of one’s hand. As a result of their 

success in school, the mentors have 

developed learning habits that they may pass 

on to their pupils, resulting in more efficient 

and effective learning. 

 

 

The revised 2020-21 promotion strategy for students in grades 9 and 11 has been extended by the 

Department of Education:  
The Delhi Directorate of Education declared 

on Friday that the revised 2020-21 promotion 

policy for pupils in Classes 9 and 11 of private 

and government schools will be extended for 

the present academic session due to 

“extraordinary circumstances” caused by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. According to an order 

issued by Director (Education) Himanshu 

Gupta, necessary amendments have been 

made in accordance with the Central Board of 

Secondary Education’s (CBSE) Scheme of 

Assessment for the 2021-22 academic year. 

These standards must be followed by all 

government, government-aided, and 

recognised unaided (private) schools, 

according to the department. The regulation 

specified that if a private school wishes to 

have its own criterion, it must first obtain the 

Director’s (Education) approval before 

declaring the results. Each of the five main 

subjects will have a passing grade of 33% (33 

marks or higher out of a possible 100).
 

 

Leverage Edu has raised $22 million in Series B funding for a $120 million valuation: 
The core business of Leverage Edu, founded 

by Akshay Chaturvedi in April 2017, is to help 

colleges in the developed world attract 

students from emerging economies. Students 

may access a one-stop dashboard for their 

whole study abroad trip thanks to the 

company’s outcome-focused technology-led 

counselling platform. Students can also use 

the portal to get aid with visas, housing, and 

education loans. Univalley.com, a subsidiary 

of Leverage Edu, provides advising, 

technology, and recruitment services to 

partner institutions throughout the world. 

Leverage Edu, an EdTech platform that assists 

students with higher education and career 

assistance at overseas colleges, has raised 

$22 million (INR 167 crore) in its Series B 

round of funding, valuing the company at 

$120 million. Individual investors include 

Morgan Stanley MD Hemant Gupta, CRED 

founder Kunal Shah, BookMyShow founder 

Ashish Hemrajani, True North Partner Haresh 

Chawla, and Lenskart founder Peyush Bansal, 

among others. 
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Education Briefs - National 
Scaler Academy, an edtech start-up, secured $55 million in the capital by Lightrock India:
Anshuman Singh and Abhimanyu Saxena 

founded Scaler in April 2019. The firm says 

that it has expanded significantly throughout 

the pandemic under its parent company, 

InterviewBit, with revenue up 200 percent 

from pre-Covid levels and is operationally 

profitable. Scaler helps working professionals 

upgrade their skills. More than 7,500 people 

have enrolled in Scaler’s educational 

programmes so far. Scaler Academy (and 

InterviewBit) are democratising the privilege 

of working in technology for millions of 

Indians, changing higher education in 

India. They’re building a learning 

community that’s focused on results and 

geared for the future of work. According to 

Abhimanyu Saxena, cofounder of Scaler, 

the funds will be used for development, 

inorganic growth, and to strengthen up the 

company’s technological platform. The 

company’s value has climbed to $710 

million as a result of the fundraising.  
 

 

Telangana will reopen schools, colleges from February 1:
Sabitha Indra Reddy, the State’s Education 

Minister has recently announced that 

schools, colleges and all other educational 

institutions in the state will resume physical 

classes from 1st February. The Minister also 

stated that the Covid-19 guidelines must be 

followed to the letter, as well as strict safety 

measures. Telangana Recognised School 

Management Association and other teacher 

organisations have petitioned the 

government to prolong the academic session 

from April 24 to May 30. “We appreciate the 

government reopening schools for all grades 

and universities, but we need more time to 

finish the work at the institutions. We 

respectfully request that the government 

extend the academic year for schools until 

May 30, 2022,” said Y. Shekhar Rao, TRSMA 

state president. Several educational 

institutions in the state have already urged 

pupils to attend physical education sessions 

beginning in the first week of February. While 

a few private schools have decided to 

continue with online classes until February 

10th, they will wait and see how the situation 

develops before deciding whether or not to 

reopen schools for physical classes.

 

Bengaluru-based learning platform, Growth School bags $5M in a seed funding round:  
Founded in 2020, Growth School’s 

community-led cohort courses bridge the gap 

between industry requirements and existing 

academic curricula. The programmes are 

designed to teach job-relevant skills in a short 

amount of time, ensuring that students are 

instantly marketable. Growth School recently 

announced that it has raised $5 million in a 

seed funding round. The latest financing 

round was led by Owl Ventures and Sequoia 

Capital India. “I spent the past two years 

teaching over 100,000 individuals in growth 

marketing, and I saw that the majority of the 

candidates needed real-world skills that they 

could apply right away in their jobs. When 

someone is actively looking for work, they do 

not have the time or resources to participate 

in a long-term programme that lasts months. 

That’s why I started Growth School, to assist 

people in receiving the highest skill upgrades 

from industry professionals in the smallest 

period. We want to be the go-to platform for 

learners all around the world who want to 

study from industry professionals in the 

leading 1%,” said Vaibhav Sisinty, Founder of 

Growth School. 
 

Tamil Nadu to reopen schools, colleges from February 1: 
Tamil Nadu’s schools, colleges, and 

universities will reopen on February 1. For 

classes 1 to 12, the schools will reopen. As 

schools were shut because of the spike in 

COVID-19 cases. Meanwhile, the state 

administration just announced that the play 

school, LKG, and UKG will remain closed. In 

the meantime, the state’s board exams for 

grades 10 and 12 will be held on time. The 

first revision tests will be taken in January, 

followed by the second revision exams in 

March, according to School Education 

Minister Anbil Mahesh Poyyamozhi. Because 

schools have been shuttered owing to heavy 

rain since November, the extra courses are 

likely to be held a week ago. From January 28, 

the state administration has abolished the 

night curfew. Restaurants, salons, theatres, 

gyms, and yoga centres will continue to be 

subject to 50% capacity limitations.
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Education Briefs - National 
Haryana will reopen schools from February 1 for grades 10 to 12:  
Haryana schools will resume physical classes 

for grades 10 to 12 from February 1, 

according to Haryana Education Minister 

Kanwar Pal. Because of the spike of Covid-19 

instances in the state, all physical classes 

were cancelled earlier this month, and the 

state declared winter holidays from January 3 

to 12. A decision on when physical classes will 

resume for other classes will be released 

later. Even if schools reopen, online classes 

will continue to run concurrently with 

physical classes. When schools return for 

physical classes, Covid-appropriate behaviour 

is expected of both students and school 

administrators. Students in grades 10 

through 12 can also attend lectures via the 

internet. Many individuals in rural areas, as 

well as some private schools, have been 

pressing for schools to reopen. According to 

Pal, 75 percent of students between the ages 

of 15 and 18 had received the first dose of the 

Covid vaccine in the state. 
 

Edtech platform Super Scholar receives US$ 400K in its latest financing round:
Super Scholar was formed in 2019 with the 

goal of making online courses accessible to all 

students through a variety of scholarships 

and grants. It currently has over 16,000 

members and is expected to grow to 1 million 

by the end of 2022. The edtech platform 

recently announced that it has raised $400K 

in its latest funding round. This investment 

round included investors such as MAGIC 

Fund, JITO Angel Network 2am VC, Astir VC, 

and other backers. “We’re ecstatic to have 

received the first check from 100X.VC and 

secured $400k in additional funding. We 

founded Super Scholar with a big idea: to 

make online courses available to every 

student in India and the world, and now it’s 

time to put that plan into action,” said Rohan 

Lodha, Co-founder, Super Scholar. The 

organisation plans to use the new funds to 

expand its course and scholarship offerings so 

that more students can benefit from these 

resources.
 

 

Ahmedabad-based education planning company EduFund bags $1M in a seed funding round:   
Founded in 2020, EduFund, the first company 

in India to encompass a child’s academic 

journey from savings (in rupees and dollars) 

to immigration, confirmed recently that it has 

raised a $1 million seed round. The money 

will be utilised to augment product offerings 

and grow market presence, led by Anchorage 

Capital Partners, with additional investments 

from View Trade Holding – Corp and other 

angel investors. “While the majority of Indian 

parents save for their children’s education, 

the idea of spending and establishing a 

structured fund for their children from an 

early age is still developing. When you 

consider the escalating expense of a four-

year college education, which has been 

increasing at twice the rate of inflation each 

year, quality education is becoming more 

expensive. We at EduFund feel that 

strategizing ahead of time and making the 

correct investments outside of typical FDs 

and LICs is critical, especially considering the 

high cost of top universities and inflation over 

time,” said Eela Dubey, Co-Founder of 

EduFund. The fundraised amount will be used 

to further develop the product and increase 

its market reach.

 

From January 24, Maharashtra schools will reopen for classes 1 to 12: 
Maharashtra schools, which were shuttered 

earlier this month due to the COVID-19 

outbreak in the state, will reopen on January 

24 for children in grades 1 to 12, according to 

School Education Minister Varsha Gaikwad. 

The decision comes just days after Health 

Minister Rajesh Tope stated that the state 

administration will decide whether or not to 

resume physical education sessions across 

the state within the next 10-15 days. The 

Maharashtra government announced school 

closures on January 8 in response to an 

increase in Covid cases in the state and 

concerns about the Omicron form. School 

closures had been mandated by the 

authorities until February 15th. On January 

16, Health Minister Rajesh Tope hinted at the 

reopening of educational institutions in 

response to appeals from parents and other 

stakeholders. Maharashtra Chief Minister 

Uddhav Thackeray will make the final 

decision. 
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Education Briefs - National 
Bengaluru-based edtech platform My-captain bags $3 Mn in a Pre Series-A funding round:

Through over 30+ Basic to Advanced Live 

Cohort-based courses, MyCaptain, an ed-

tech firm, has established a platform where 

students can learn directly from young 

professionals, find new job alternatives, and 

gain practical skills. Content writing, social 

media management, fashion design, 

entrepreneurship, and even advertising are 

among the courses available. MyCaptain, a 

company dedicated to reinventing the future 

of work, has raised $3 million in pre-seed 

funding round. The latest funding round was 

led by Ankur Capital. “It’s a thrilling moment 

for edtech in India, as different new types 

have appeared, and MyCaptain has been a 

category creator and leader in our segment, 

which is particularly focused on New Age 

Careers. This funding will be used to expand 

course offerings, attract more customers, 

quadruple revenue, and expand the 

workforce to help the company achieve its 

growth goals.
 

 

The CBSE has announced a science challenge for students in grades 8-10: 
The Central Board of Secondary Education or 

CBSE announced on Monday that the ‘CBSE 

Science Challenge’ will be launched for 

students in Classes 8 to 10. This is an initiative 

to encourage learners’ curiosity, inquiry, and 

higher-order thinking. This challenge will run 

from January 17 to February 28, 2022, on the 

DIKSHA platform, and learners from all 

boards are welcome to participate. “To 

participate in the challenge, CBSE affiliated 

schools must enlist their learners and offer 

CBSE registration IDs to learners, who can 

then register in the DIKSHA platform’s ‘CBSE 

Science Challenge’ course. Students from 

schools that are not associated with the CBSE 

can access the course directly through the 

DIKSHA portal,” said CBSE. Schools can 

nominate five students from each class who 

received a participation certificate and 

qualified for the second stage of the science 

challenge. 

 

What technology schools should choose in 2022 to monitor students' effectiveness?
Technology has played and continues to play 

an essential role in delivering education to 

children outside of the classroom. According 

to Mr. Kanhaiya Kumar, Founder, School 

Canvas, some future educational technology 

trends should be used in schools: The COVID-

19 epidemic led schools and institutions 

around the world to shut. Over 1.5 billion 

pupils were absent from schools and 

institutions around the world, according to 

UNESCO figures. As a result, with the advent 

of e-learning, which entails teaching remotely 

and through digital platforms, education has 

undergone significant changes. The usage of 

various student/school management systems 

and ERP software solutions by educational 

and academic institutions has increased as 

technology has made its way into the 

educational system. To move all of their 

operations online, schools are increasingly 

turning to cloud-based service platforms. We 

exist in a world where technology is 

intertwined with everything else. In our 

search for knowledge, sharing our lives, and 

interacting with others, we are becoming 

increasingly digital. 
 

With $100 Million in investment, Mumbai-based LEAD becomes the first Ed-tech unicorn in 2022: 
Founded in 2012, LEAD is an educational 

technology company that helps schools 

integrate technology, curriculum, and 

pedagogy into a single pedagogy and 

education strategy. It claims to have over 

5000 schools on board, servicing over 2 

million learners in 500 Cities in India. LEAD, an 

edtech business, has raised $100 million to 

become a unicorn with a $1.1 billion 

valuation. LEAD has become the first Indian 

edtech unicorn this year, according to a Series 

E fundraising round headed by WestBridge 

Capital and GSV Ventures. As per the 

company, it would start the 2022-23 

academic year with over 5000 schools from 

500 Indian cities on board, servicing over 2 

million students. The startup will put the 

newly injected funds mostly on product and 

curriculum development. To continue in this 

vein, LEAD will continue to hire excellent 

personnel across the country while also 

expanding its footprint. It also has long-term 

intentions to help poor kids from various 

parts of the nation.
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Education Briefs - National 
Indian Ed-tech startup Freadom bags $2.5 Million in a fresh funding round:  

Freadom, which was launched in 2016, assists 

youngsters in learning to read in English in 

any country where it is a desired second 

language. According to the team, they are on 

target to surpass 10 million readers. In 

addition, by 2023, the company hopes to 

have 50 million members worldwide. The 

English edtech startup recently announced 

that it has raised $2.5 million in a fresh 

funding round. “At Freadom, we 

acknowledge that understanding a language 

like English should be delightful and 

interesting. Freadom’s accomplishment is 

due to the mixture of our original pedagogical 

approach and superior AI technology, which 

makes language learning accessible to all 

children aged three to twelve. The goal is to 

have a large-scale influence and to put huge 

learning benefits ahead of short-term 

advantages,” said Nikhil Saraf, Founder of 

Freadom. The fresh fundraised amount will 

be used to expand Freadom’s vertical 

footprint among stakeholders for English as a 

second language, including product creation 

and deployment.

Education's future is shaped by technology: 
The Covid-19 epidemic ushered in a slew of 

hitherto unthinkable innovations. One such 

development that was already in the works 

and was thrust to the forefront by the 

pandemic is Students are better able to learn 

and grasp what they are being taught when 

they are instructed via an audio-visual 

medium. Digitalization and the use of 

technology in education. Technology’s 

importance is one component of the 

twentieth century that cannot be overlooked 

in any way, and the same can be said for 

learning. The importance of technology in 

education stems from the fact that nearly all 

employers are now technologically 

dependent in some form. Learning through 

the integration of technology into a school is 

crucial because it teaches students basic 

technological skills and prepares them for 

future career opportunities. Applying 

technology in education can give a variety of 

tools to improve a student’s educational 

experience, including the usage of photos, 

videos, and sounds.  
 

Edtech startup Bhanzu raises $2 million in seed funding: 
Bhanzu, a math based out of Hyderabad, has 

acquired $2 million (about Rs 15 crore) in 

initial investment from Lightspeed Venture 

Partners and a number of angel investors. 

The firm was founded by Neelakantha Bhanu, 

who holds four world records for being the 

fastest human calculator. Bhanu is 

cooperating with schools, educators, and 

lawmakers to promote cognitive capacity 

development education programmes in 

order to eliminate worldwide math phobia. 

Bhanzu was founded with the goal of 

revolutionizing learning by making math 

entertaining and enabling pupils. Thousands 

of pupils have already benefited from 

Bhanzu’s services. On a worldwide basis, we 

are on our way to achieving the same goal 

“Bhanu said. Bhanzu plans to utilise the new 

funds to expand its live lessons across the 

United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, 

and the Middle East, as well as to hire more 

people in technology and product operations.
 
 

OMOTEC, a STEAM-focused startup, has raised $130,000 in pre-Series A funding from ah! Ventures:
OMOTEC, founded in 2016 by Reetu and 

Shekhar Jain, offers a wide range of 

stimulating, educational STEAM & Robotics 

programmes integrating mechanical, 

electronics, programming, design & 

construction, research & innovation, and 

product design & development for young 

minds ranging from Pre-primary to 12th 

grade, as well as graduate students and 

engineering college students. OMOTEC, 

founded in 2016 by Reetu and Shekhar Jain, 

offers a wide range of stimulating, 

educational STEAM & Robotics programmes 

integrating mechanical, electronics, 

programming, design & construction, 

research & innovation, and product design & 

development for young minds ranging from 

Pre-primary to 12th grade, as well as 

graduate students and engineering college 

students. Over the course of its 5-year growth 

path, OMOTEC has amassed a total revenue 

of more than $1.10 million.
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Education Briefs - National 
Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan is approved by the government till March, 2026:  

The Central Government has supported 

continuation of the Rashtriya Uchchatar 

Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) plot till March 31, 

2026 or till additional audit. RUSA is a midway 

supported conspire for financing state 

government colleges and schools to 

accomplish value, access and greatness. The 

public authority has visualized to help around 

1,600 activities under the new period of the 

plan. The consumption of the plan will be Rs 

12,929.16 crore, of which the focal offer will 

be Rs 8,120.97 crore and the state offer will 

be Rs 4,808.19 crore.  NER (North East locale); 

optimistic regions, level 2 urban 

communities, regions with low Gross 

enrolment proportion (GER), and so on The 

new stage has been intended to execute a 

portion of the proposals of the National 

Education Policy (NEP), which recommends 

key changes to the current advanced 

education framework for conveying quality 

advanced education with value and 

consideration, the Education Ministry said. 

EnggOnline, a Mumbai-based company, Raises $3.5 Million in pre-Series A:  
EnggOnline, a Mumbai-based incubate of IIT-

Society Bombay's for Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship (SINE), is India's first 

company to develop a SaaS-based platform 

for tutors/trainers with a unique pedagogy of 

experiential learning using Augmented 

Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) in a pre-

Series A round of funding. For 

engineering/skill students, teachers, and 

industry professionals of all levels, the 

company has built a complete learning 

platform. EnggOnline is a dependable portal 

that makes use of cutting-edge technology to 

provide a unique and dynamic learning 

environment. It provides an organised, 

guided learning route for improving basic 

ideas, exam scores, and industry 

preparedness utilising course content. The 

funds will be used to increase labour, as well 

as the cost of content production, 

distribution, and infrastructure for the 

company's expansion.
 

The Playbook has raised funding in the seed round:
The Playbook, a gamified social learning 

ecosystem for K12 that focuses on core skill 

development and thereby bridges the gap 

between academics and life, has secured an 

undisclosed sum in its seed round of 

investment. The Playbook is laying the 

groundwork for essential competencies such 

as creativity, communication, critical 

thinking, and cooperation. Subscribers may 

not only learn, but also Create, Engage, and 

Compete with others all around the world. 

The brand has assisted 150+ youngsters in 

becoming authors and has published 12+ 

books on Amazon under the moniker Pocket 

Thoughts. Over 2000 students have taken 

part in live events, festivals, and contests, 

totaling over 35,000 hours of Live Classes 

from children from over eight countries (USA, 

Singapore, Japan, Indonesia, Middle East, 

Canada, etc). The funds will be utilised for 

product development and expansion, 

according to the press release.
 

Mumbai-based edtech startup Creative Galileo bags $2.5 million in a seed funding round:  

The Playbook, a gamified social learning 

ecosystem for K12 that focuses on core skill 

development and thereby bridges the gap 

between academics and life, has secured an 

undisclosed sum in its seed round of 

investment. The Playbook is laying the 

groundwork for essential competencies such 

as creativity, communication, critical 

thinking, and cooperation. Subscribers may 

not only learn, but also Create, Engage, and 

Compete with others all around the world.  

 

 

 

 

The brand has assisted 150+ youngsters in 

becoming authors and has published 12+ 

books on Amazon under the moniker Pocket 

Thoughts. Over 2000 students have taken 

part in live events, festivals, and contests, 

totaling over 35,000 hours of Live Classes 

from children from over eight countries (USA, 

Singapore, Japan, Indonesia, Middle East, 

Canada, etc). The funds will be utilised for 

product development and expansion, 

according to the press release. 
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 focusing on vernacular space. As a result, our 

vision is to eliminate these gaps as a source of 

widespread unemployment. We think that 

education should be outcome-driven, and 

that is what we hope to achieve with our 

portal," said Kamal Kant Gupta, Co-founder. 
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Educator's Profile 
Dr. Mona Mehdi   
Dr. (Hon) Mona Mehdi, Head of Institute, JHCS is backed by over 27 years of 

experience as a teacher and an administrator in reputed schools of Lucknow 

and Hyderabad. Her professional expertise, communicative skills, dramatic 

and artistic talents are commendable. With knowledge and experience in her 

field, she is successful in motivating her team, always asserting- ‘There is no 

shortcut to success. It is the work alone that works.’ It is conveyed to all that 

diligence is the formula for success and is the mother of good fortune. As an able and 

charismatic leader, she aims at making her team and the students learn to lead and be good 

human beings, besides being successful. She is an inspiration for many, her selfless and 

optimistic approach motivates and encourages her friends and associates to move ahead 

and face the challenges of life.  

 

Professionally, Dr Mehdi has focused keenly on her sole mission- the growth and glory of the 

institute in all the spheres- curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular. The organizations 

in her aegis aim at the all-around development of a child in the midst of holistic education 

provided by the school. Her aspirations are in tune with the modern times of the 

advancement of Science and Technology but have their roots firmly grounded in traditional 

values and culture. With a perfect blend of both and a mingling of all spheres of education given 

due attention, the institutes under her guidance and leadership aim at global education to make 

the student a global citizen. 

Her entire educational journey has been undertaken keeping in mind the quote- 

 “Avoid shortcuts in life! Work hard with focus, dedication, and discipline and there would not be an insurmountable task!” 

Achievements 

 A national scholarship holder, she has been honoured with the Best Teacher award in Anand Bhawan Convent. 

 A respected personality in ETV Uttar Pradesh and has adjudged several state-level talent programs such as Voice of 

Lucknow, Hungama TV Captain and Frank Anthony debate competition, in her quest to find and encourage fresh talent. 

 She has worked on projects for OXFAM, an NGO for violence against women, Friends+ and EnH Foundation working 

for the underprivileged. 

 She has been the founder Principal for Navyug Radiance School Jankipuram in Lucknow and Fusion International School 

in Hyderabad besides being a mentor for a chain of schools for the Bajaj group of schools in UP and RIS Mathura. 

 Guest speaker at various educational and social platforms like World Education Summit, Universal Mentors Association, 

Knowledge Tribe conferences, Business World Education Leadership Summit, e-India Education Summit to name a few. 

 She started the Rabies Awareness campaign and students have been involved in the mural paintings pertaining to the 

topic and reached out to the masses in efforts to sensitize them. 

 JHCS has bagged the “Community Service Award” by Smartail's EEA 2021. 

 JHCS has also been awarded in the category of International Schools India Rank # 1 for Co-Curricular activities by 

Education India under her leadership. 

  She has been honoured with “Rex Karamveer Global Education Champions Fellow and Award” besides the “National 

Leadership Award” by Scoolstars 

 She received the “Inspiring School Leader Award” by Smartail's EEA 2021. 

 Recently received “PRINCIPAL OF THE YEAR AWARD 2021” by Universal Mentors Association, New Delhi  

 Her presence on social media: http://monamehdi.blogspot.com/  

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-mona-mehdi-baba4485 

 Validator for the Impromptu speaking by Toastmasters Hyderabad for Limca Book of Records.  

 Most sought after national level Resource Person of ELT for the leading publication houses and a leading Pronouncer 

for the Spell Bee Contests. 

 Awarded with the “Rajiv Gandhi Vidya Gold Award” for her outstanding achievement in the field of education. 

 
  

Dr. Mona Mehdi 

Secretary, Academic Council, 

JGI  

Principal, Jain Heritage-A 

Cambridge School, Hyderabad 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-mona-mehdi-baba4485
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Educator's Profile 
Initiatives 

KUDOS – All for One, One for All!  
In this age and era of technology where Artificial Intelligence is talked about 

and offered as a subject, where organizers and planners decide your day 

when people have started living in a virtual world, we at Jain Heritage A 

Cambridge School feel proud to stick to our PITCH Philosophy where “P” 

stands for Personal touch to each student; “I” symbolizes involvement of parents’ in their wards’ school activities; “T” marks the 

basis of tradition and values being inculcated into the students’ minds; “C’’ refers to Child-centric curriculum & finally “H” stands for 

holistic development”. Our curriculum is a blend of personal touch and technology. 

 

Appreciation for any good work done is the essence of living a wonderful life. What better would it be, if these values be ingrained 

into the young minds right during their school days. This is in congruence with our School’s philosophy. Even after so many years of 

technological advancements, one thing that holds in the case of our kids is that they learn and emulate their elders, the teachers at 

school and the parents at home have a profound impact on the minds of their wards. In such a case the elders themselves have to 

be imbued with good values too so that the kids may inculcate the same as they grow into better human beings of this planet earth. 

 

In JHCS it has become a daily habit for everyone to display the core essentials of human values viz: punctuality, honesty, discipline, 

regularity, respecting & obedience to elders, no wastage of food on the plate, active participation in all school activities to name a 

few.  At first instance, these qualities appear to be taken “for granted”, however, when consciously sown into human minds 

constantly, they appear to be “in practice”. We imbibed these qualities in all the stakeholders of the school through project KUDOS 

– All for one, One for All! A culture of appreciating appreciation is developed and demonstrated at every level and the basic human 

values become an integral part of our teaching and learning. 

 

Brief About Jain Heritage-A Cambridge School: 

Vision 
To foster human development through education and entrepreneurship 

Mission: 

 To provide quality education from cradle to career thereby creating human assets. 

 To fuel economic growth by developing new generations of entrepreneurs. 

 To create a globally networked community of leaders, technocrats, scientists, sportsmen and professionals. 

The school is committed to developing the child’s self-esteem and confidence. JHCS Kondapur is always at the forefront, fostering a 

democratic spirit among all students, ensuring empathy for all religions, commitment to the community and the nation. It is our 

endeavour to make our students ambassadors of the future and as they grow into their own, in the nurturing atmosphere of the 

school, they become ready to carve out their niche in the world. Each student at JHCS Kondapur is a SMART DIAMOND.
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Educator's Profile 
Dr. Vidya Sravanthi 
Dr. Vidya Sravanthi is a top-notch Entrepreneur, Educationist and a 

Social Activist with a Radical Visio to bring about Change for the Better! 

With a doctorate in Education, Masters in English Literature and 

Education and Masters in Business Administration, Dr. Vidya has a keen 

sense for Corrective strategies and Forward Thinking. Being a prolific leader, she possesses three decades of extensive experience 

in running Educational and Financial Institutions. She is also the recipient of International Award for Outstanding Contribution in 

Business Development. 

Achievements 
In her expansive career she, along with her husband, founded several Financial and 

Educational Institutions: 

 She is the Co-Founder/ Principal of Reqelford International School and Play 

Schools 

  Co-Founder/ Director of St. Peter’s Model School. 

 Founder/ Director of UK College of Education. 

 She is part of various NGOs and that work towards up-liftment of poor, 

especially women and children, the most recent role being that of GHMC Co-

option Member- representing minority community. 

She forayed into the field of finance and education largely to fulfil her innate passion to serve 

the community in myriad ways. The role has enabled her to build extensive networks to 

advance communities in their development. Seeing this the Government has nominated her to be a Member of Minorities 

Commission, Government of Telangana where she is currently serving. Her vast experiences have afforded her the opportunity to 

collaborate and join forces with diverse groups of individuals and like-mined leaders to work towards the betterment of our society 

at large. Her motto is “Mission to Serve” which truly displays her passion to serve the society. 

Learning Re-Weird! 
Educational Institutions for long have been constantly coming up with Amazing Solutions and Propositions for Effective Learning, 

however, the Covid-19 Pandemic brought about the Real Awakening – An Awakening into the World of Online Learning 'the Remote 

Way'. It has acquired several names of late - Digital learning, Virtual Learning, Remote Learning, Distance Learning, E-Learning, Tech 

learning, Learning4.0 - the list is endless. We have conducted and continue to conduct several fruitful online sessions with teachers 

researching, sourcing, creating and sharing a lot of Digital Content in the form of PowerPoint Presentations, Enriching and Supportive 

Videos, Virtual Experiments and Simulations.  

 

Online digital tools like Kahoot, Quizziz and Quizlet, further add to the exciting experiences of the virtual classrooms. Primary and 

Pre-primary Classes - not to be left behind ventured into the world of online Video Tutorial involving some unbelievable 

experimentation with virtual teaching aids. A majority of learners being Visual learners, online learning appears to be more fast 

paced and impactful.  

Dr. Vidya Sravanthi 

Founder – Principal– Reqelford 

International School 
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Educator's Profile 
Initiatives 
She forayed into the field of finance and education largely to fulfil her 

innate passion to serve the community in myriad ways. The role has 

enabled her to build extensive networks to advance communities in their 

development. Seeing this the Government has nominated her to be a Member of Minorities Commission, Government of 

Telangana where she is currently serving. Her vast experiences have afforded her the opportunity to collaborate and join forces 

with diverse groups of individuals and like-mined leaders to work towards the betterment of our society at large. Her motto is 

“Mission to Serve” which truly displays her passion to serve the society. 

Renowned Personality: 
A renowned personality in the education sector in Hyderabad, Dr. Vidya Sravanthi has founded 5 successful educational institutions. 

Her outstanding contributions to the fields of education and women empowerment are noteworthy. 

 

Committed to Social Welfare: 
Dr. Sravanthi is a skilled leader with experience in working at the grassroots level as well as the management level of organizations. 

She ensures research and development are established as an important part of educational processes. She also works towards 

tailoring the curriculum and syllabus to contribute to the holistic development of her students. Her aim is to create a conducive 

environment that encourages students to be lifelong learners. Dr. Sravanthi has always been passionate about teaching. She started 

her first institution, St. Peter’s Model School, for students from average and middle-income families. Even now, CSR is a vital part of 

the institutions founded by her and she makes it a point to reach out to students from underprivileged backgrounds with educational 

kits and monetary assistance. 

She has been an active figure in the women empowerment efforts in the country. She has been associated with various microfinance 

institutions for over a decade now and has participated in designing the capacity building programmes for nearly 4 million Indian 

women. She helped the underprivileged people in Hyderabad by donating groceries, blankets, and other provisions during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

Garnering Numerous Awards & Accolades: 

 Dr. Sravanthi has received a variety of accolades for her work in the education field. In 2019, she received the Education 

Stalwart Award from Education Today. 

  She was also presented with the FAPCII Award for Outstanding Contribution for Welfare of Society. For her entrepreneurial 

brilliance. 

 She was presented with the International Achievers Award for Business Excellence. 

 Under her leadership, Reqelford International School bagged the British Council-conferred International School Award for 

the third consecutive year in a row for 2019-20. 

 Reqelford International School has also received the first rank for being the Top Day-CumBoarding School by Education 

Today, along with a top rank in the Individual Attention to Students category. 

 In the Preschool segment, the school was ranked second in the North Zone by the Times Group. 
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Educator's Profile 
Dr. Pavan K Samba 
Dr. Pavan Kumar Samba’s inspiring journey as an educator began at the tender age 

of 17 when as an aspiring student of medicine he recognized the need for a strong 

foundational education that’s accessible to all. Over the next few years, while 

pursuing his degree in medicine, Dr. Samba dedicated his time and effort to 

develop and perf ect India’s first IIT & Medical Foundation course at Matrusri 

IIT Foundation Institute in Hyderabad. 

 

After an extraordinary 6 years of relentlessly educating students while 

simultaneously pursuing his education, Dr. Pavan Samba was at a crossroads. 

He could continue his education and have a flourishing career as a doctor or 

he could plunge into the world of education and help shape the future 

generations of this country. In 2002, after becoming a medical graduate from 

NTR University of Health Sciences, Vijayawada, Dr. Samba decided to 

dedicate all his time and energies to transforming the way we prepare and 

educate our children. 
 

Building A Strong Foundation i 
As a teacher and administrator, Dr. Pavan Samba, has always taken a 

hands-on approach to researching and developing education modules. His innovative and revolutionary approach to 

teaching through the use of audio-visual platforms engaged students effectively and efficiently making a great impact on 

their ability to absorb and retain information. From a teacher’s perspective he understood the value of training teachers 

and can be credited for training over 5000 teachers for the implementation of the system. In the 9 years he spent at 

Matrusri IIT Foundation Institute from 1996 to 2005, he not only introduced the concept of IIT and Medical Foundation for 

the first time in India but also gradually perfected it to make it the most successful foundation course for  students at that 

time. In that time period he was responsible for the registration of over 500 schools (over 50,000 students) for IIT 

Foundation, development of over 120 study modules of IIT Foundation as well as mentoring and teaching students from 

class 8th, 9th, and 10th. 
 

Transforming India Through Education was the idea behind starting Marigold International School? 
Dr. Pavan Samba’s phenomenal success at Matrusri was slowly earning him a reputation that was hard to ignore. His 

approach and execution had made great inroads in the educational field and was gradually transforming the industry’s 

approach to teaching and empowering students. However, his dream of delivering quality education that’s accessible was 

still a way of and yearned for a larger platform. Over the next 15 years, Dr. Samba dedicated all his focus on realising his 

dream as the Head of Academic Operations for the Narayana Group of Schools.  

 

Here, he enhanced his foundation courses based on current trends, spearheaded curriculum planning & development, 

trained & guided the teaching & administrative staff and ensured the highest quality of education is imparted across all 

the schools. One of his greatest achievements towards accomplishing his goal of delivery accessible quality education was 

the initiation of the concept of Career Oriented Education through the prestigious Narayana IIT-Olympiad Programme. His 

presence at the Narayana Group of Schools led to them winning several accolades which include gold, silver, & bronze 

medals at International Olympiads, top ranks in IIT-JEE, JIPMER, & other medical entrance examinations, a major set of 

selections in NTSE & KVPY, as well as phenomenal results at the class 10th state and CBSE boards over 15 years. 

 

Learning Along The Way: 
His belief in evolution through learning has sent him across the world in search for innovative ways to engage students 

better. He has participated in several seminars and educational visits like Exploring the Finnish Phenomena in Education 

and School Leadership 2017 in Helsinki, Finland, Principal's Leadership Building Professional Visit Program 2018 in 

Queensland, Australia, and International Conference on Trends in EdTech held in Colombo, Sri Lanka to name a few. 
 

Dr. Pavan K Samba 

Chief Academics – Deccan Springs Global 

School 
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Educator's Profile 
In The Limelight 
His phenomenal contributions over the last 23 years in the field of education 

earned him the, “Educationist Of The Year Award - 2019” by IMT at The House 

Of Commons, British Parliament, London (UK), on 20th November, 2019. 

The Road Ahead 
In 2019, Dr. Pavan Samba decided to move ahead from his phenomenal run with Narayana Group Of Schools to become 

an independent International Educational Consultant. Armed with over 23 years of teaching, research, development and 

administration experience, Mr. Pavan Kumar Samba, at the age of 43, still has a lot to offer educational institutions and 

students alike. His intellectual aura, inspirational words, and insurmountable experience make him one of the 

greatest educators of this generation.  

 

ACHIEVEMENTS: 
 Awarded 'The Educationist of the year -2019'by IMT at The House of 

Commons, British Parliament, London (UK) on 20 November, 2019. 

 Received Life Time Achievement Award for Teaching Excellence in 

2017. 

Attended: 
 An Educational visit on Exploring the Finnish Phenomena in Education 

and School Leadership (from 2-4 October, 2017 Helsinki, Finland). 

 Principal's Leadership Building Professional Visit Program 2018, 

Hosted by Education Queensland International, Australia.  

 International Conference on Trends in Ed-Tech, conducted by Next 

Education, from 27-31 January, 2019 in Colombo, Sri Lanka. 

KEY RESULT AREAS:  
 Medals (Gold, Silver & Bronze) in International Olympiads. 

 Top Ranks in IIT-JEE (Top-10), AIIMS, JIPMER and other Medical 

Entrance Examinations. 

 Major share of selections in NTSE and KVPY. 

 Top Marks in State and CBSE Board Exams. 

WORK EXPERIENCE (JULY 2005 TO OCTOBER 2019) 
1. Worked with Narayana Group of Schools. 

2. Working as CHIEF ACADEMICS for Deccan Springs Global School. 

3. Worked with MATRUSRI IIT Foundation Institution Hyderabad as Head 

Academic. 

4. Authored 65 books on IIT and Medical Foundation. 

5. Trained more than 30000 teachers till date for the implementation of Career based education with 

integrated syllabus
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Ed-Tech Snippets 
Name of the Company Propelld Name of the Company Scaler Academy

Founded Year 2017 Founded Year 2019

Headquarter Bengaluru Headquarter Pune

Segment Education Loan Segment Educational Programmes

Funding $35 million Funding $55 million

Funding Round/Type Series B Funding Funding Round/Type Series B Funding

Lead Investor WestBridge Capital Lead Investor Lightrock India

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. H.Ed. K-12/H.Ed. H.Ed.

Name of the Company Hobit Name of the Company Growth School

Founded Year 2020 Founded Year 2020

Headquarter Faridabad Headquarter Bengaluru

Segment Extracurricular Activities Segment Extracurriculur Education

Funding $200K Funding $5M

Funding Round/Type Seed Funding Round Funding Round/Type Seed Funding Round

Lead Investor Undisclosed Lead Investor Owl Ventures & Sequoia Capital India

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. Both K-12/H.Ed. K12

Name of the Company Super Scholar Name of the Company EduFund

Founded Year 2019 Founded Year 2020

Headquarter Mumbai Headquarter Ahmedabad

Segment Online Courses Segment Education Funding

Funding $ 400K Funding $1M

Funding Round/Type Funding Round Funding Round/Type Seed Round

Lead Investor MAGIC Fund Lead Investor JAFCO Asia & Chiratae Ventures

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. K-12 K-12/H.Ed. K-12

Name of the Company Mycaptain Name of the Company LEAD

Founded Year 2013 Founded Year 2012

Headquarter Bengaluru Headquarter Mumbai

Segment Online Mentoring Platform Segment Integrated Technology & Curriculum

Funding $3 Mn Funding $100 Million

Funding Round/Type Pre- Seed Funding Round Funding Round/Type Series E fundraising round

Lead Investor Ankur Capital Lead Investor WestBridge Capital

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. Both K-12/H.Ed. K-12

Name of the Company Freadom Name of the Company Bhanzu

Founded Year 2016 Founded Year 2020

Headquarter Gurugram Headquarter Hyderabad

Segment E-Learning Providers Segment Math Learning

Funding $2.5 Million Funding $2 million

Funding Round/Type Funding Round Funding Round/Type Seed Funding Round

Lead Investor Undisclosed Lead Investor GSV Ventures

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. H.Ed. K-12/H.Ed. Both
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Ed-Tech Snippets 

 Name of the Company Empowerly Name of the Company Cialfo

Founded Year 2018 Founded Year 2017

Headquarter San Francisco Headquarter Singapore

Segment Career Counselling Segment College & Career Counselling Operations

Funding $10M Funding $40 million

Funding Round/Type Funding Round Funding Round/Type Series B funding round

Lead Investor Undisclosed Lead Investor Square Peg and SEEK Investments

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. Both K-12/H.Ed. Both

Name of the Company CoLearn Name of the Company FourthRev

Founded Year 2020 Founded Year 2019

Headquarter Indonesia Headquarter UK

Segment Online Education & Assignment Segment Online education

Funding $17 million Funding $8m

Funding Round/Type Series A Funding Round Funding Round/Type Series A Funding Round

Lead Investor KTB Network Lead Investor Educapital

Business Model B2C Business Model B2B

K-12/H.Ed. K-12 K-12/H.Ed. H.Ed.

Name of the Company My First Five Years Name of the Company GuruLab

Founded Year 2021 Founded Year 2021

Headquarter Manchester Headquarter Malaysia

Segment Education Technology App Segment Personalised Courses

Funding £1.4 Million Funding $1 Million 

Funding Round/Type Funding Round Funding Round/Type Seed Funding Round

Lead Investor Undisclosed Lead Investor Wright Partners

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. Both K-12/H.Ed. Both

Name of the Company Orcas Name of the Company GoStudent

Founded Year 2019 Founded Year 2016

Headquarter Cairo Headquarter Vienna

Segment Online Tutor Segment Digital Learning Platform

Funding $2.1 Million Funding $300M

Funding Round/Type Pre-Series A funding round Funding Round/Type Series D Funding Round

Lead Investor Access Bridge Ventures Lead Investor Prosus

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. K-12 K-12/H.Ed. K-12

Name of the Company Espark Name of the Company Pandai

Founded Year 2010 Founded Year 2019

Headquarter Chicago Headquarter Malaysia

Segment Individualised Learning Software Segment Educational Consulting

Funding $25M Funding $2M 

Funding Round/Type Funding Round Funding Round/Type Pre-Seed funding round

Lead Investor Quad Partners Lead Investor Global Founders Capital

Business Model B2C Business Model B2C

K-12/H.Ed. K-12 K-12/H.Ed. K-12
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Cover Story – School Security & Safety Programs
Introduction
 

All measures implemented to combat risks to people and property in educational environments are referred to as 

school security. School safety is a concept associated with school security, and it is defined as the protection of pupils 

from violence and bullying, as well as hazardous aspects such as drugs and gang activity. Because of the heavy traffic 

of prospective assailants and the availability of victims, schools, like other public venues, are vulnerable to invasion 

from the outside as well as assault by students or faculty. Because of the rising occurrence of kidnapping nowadays, 

parents are concerned about their children. Furthermore, because parents work long hours, they just do not have as 

much time to devote to their children. Before they enter the school, the kidnapper will persuade them. 

As a result, it is the school's job to look after their pupils, and they must be aware of and capable of sending an alert 

message to their parents if their children do not arrive to school on time. This system safeguards the safety of children 

by informing their parents of many key statuses regarding their children, such as in-time, out-time, and everything 

related to their arrival. It is possible to follow students using RFID technology, which improves security and safety in a 

designated zone. 
 

The information about students, such as their arrival and departure times from the bus and campus, will be logged in 

a web-based system, and an SMS will be sent to their parents to alert them that their child arrived safely to the 

bus/campus. Parents whose children are missing without taking leave will receive an SMS. Parents can access the 

system's website and keep track of their children's information. Implementation of a School Security System using 

RFID to prevent crime, unlawful activities by pupils, and parental anxiety.  

Schools are vital infrastructure entrusted with the task of educating tomorrow's citizens. For effective teaching and 

learning, a safe and secure setting is required. As a result, it is critical to ensure the safety of children, teachers, and 

staff members during disasters. It becomes critical to prioritise the safety of children, and making schools safe also 

serves the dual goal of serving as evacuation centres in the event of an emergency. Architects, engineers, 

policymakers, administrators, and emergency response planners should make creating safe schools a top goal. 
 

During calamities, children at schools are the most vulnerable of all public facilities. A huge number of schools are 

located in congested metropolitan areas and are subjected to a variety of risks. School safety include both structural 

and non-structural measures such as raising awareness, ensuring communication, school preparation plans, student 

and teacher capacity building, rehearsals and mock drills, and so on. Building safe schools would not only secure the 

safety of children in the event of a disaster, but will also speed up the recovery process. 
 

 

"School Safety" has been characterized as establishing safe climate for youngsters, beginning from their homes to their 

schools and back. This incorporates security from any sort of misuse, brutality, psycho-social issue, calamity: regular 

and artificial, fire, transportation. Passionate wellbeing is particularly significant in light of the fact that it is frequently 

hard for educators and parent s to recognize enthusiastic issues and troubles in youngsters. Tormenting can make 

defrauded understudies experience the ill effects of lower confidence and day to day worry over their prosperity.
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Cover Story – School Security & Safety Programs
Importance of School Safety Management 

Children may look forward to being in a supportive environment at school, which promotes social and creative 

development. Children are constantly at risk and may stop showing up if their safety is not ensured. Promoting school 

safety opens up opportunities for children to learn and try new things. 
 

For their education and growth, students of all ages demand a safe learning environment. Children who feel insecure 

at school do worse academically and are more likely to engage in drugs and misbehaviour, according to research. 
 

Both public and private schools are experiencing a significant safety and security dilemma. Teachers and parents meet 

with school boards to listen and offer solutions to their children's problems. As the nation recognises the gravity of 

the issue and how it affects children's futures, state and federal governments should take action to strengthen school 

safety and law enforcement. 

a) Keeping Children Safe at School 
 

Students of all ages require a secure learning environment. They won't be able to focus on learning the skills they'll 

need for a good education and future if they don't have it. When violence is present in the classroom, all students are 

impacted in some manner. Even if your child is not a victim of violence at school, there is a good probability that he or 

she may witness violent acts during his or her school years. Children who feel insecure at school do worse academically 

and are more likely to engage in drugs and misbehaviour, according to research.  
 

Schools are answerable for guarding kids at school, and for giving the best instruction they can. Schools need to guard 

their understudies, so all school grounds are private and they control who is permitted in and when. Schools conclude 

when guardians or carers are permitted admittance - ordinarily just at explicit times. Schools can likewise banish 

guardians from the premises. 

b) To Decrease Violence in Schools 
 

Although some experts claim that violence has always existed in schools, many people are concerned about the rising 

frequency of violent incidents. Some even suggest that violence in some regions has reached pandemic proportions, 

desensitising many pupils and making them believe that violence is an unavoidable part of school life. Unfortunately, 

violent acts in schools occur at all levels of schooling, with 8% of students reporting at least one physical fight at school 

and 6% reported missing school at least once over a month-long survey period because they did not feel safe. 
 

Even though every child should feel safe from assault at school, many do not. Today, it is not uncommon for students 

to attack other students, teachers, security guards, and school employees in a violent manner, demonstrating a 

complete disregard for authority. These attacks frequently end in harm and, in the worst-case scenario, death. Other 

students and staff members may experience tremendous fear and anxiety as a result of witnessing these acts, making 

the school environment a psychologically distressing place to be.
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Cover Story – School Security & Safety Programs 

c) Prioritizing Digital Safety 
With more teachers using technology to educate their kids, it's more important than ever to properly understand and 

support safe internet usage. Youngsters are at risk of being bullied online by peers or anonymous users, as well as 

being exploited by adults who prey on children. When utilising computers or tablets in the classroom, students should 

be aware of inappropriate information, distressing images, and profanity. 
 

Online security is equally as crucial as physical security. Cyberbullying is reported by 55 percent of adolescents, and 15 

percent of high school students have experienced it as well. When compared to pupils who are not bullied, children 

who are exposed to bullying are more likely to engage in suicide conduct. Programs that encourage students to use 

technology safely can have a significant impact on their mental health. 

d) Guidance for Parents 
Another reason why security guards are needed in schools is because of this. They reassure parents that the school is 

secure from intruders and other forms of violence that may occur outside of the building. Strangers must present 

themselves to security so that their admission and exit can be recorded. 
 

e) Respond to Emergencies 
Security guards who have been properly educated know what to do in an emergency and can safely escort students 

and professors to a safer location without causing confusion or fear. Because security guards at schools are frequently 

in small numbers, it is their responsibility to notify the police promptly if they are unable to handle the issue on their 

own. 
 

f) Guard the Campus 
In comparison to the first item on our list, where they can patrol the campus, guarding the campus is a completely 

different matter. They must safeguard the school's entry and exit points to prevent intruders from harming or 

terrorising children and other employees. Security personnel are more mindful of the faces entering and exiting the 

grounds as they patrol the campus. Students and parents feel more at ease in a secure atmosphere because they know 

they can rely on the school's security if something goes wrong. 
 

g) Empowering Healthy Environments 
Security in schools is important to help the scholastic progress of every kid, offering them the chance to learn and 

accomplish in a safe and sustaining climate. Severe strategies on school security advance expanded learning, 

sensations of school solidarity, more elevated levels of favorable to social way of behaving and diminished degrees of 

brutality. 
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Cover Story – School Security & Safety Programs 

Types of Security System at School Campus- 

a) When Visitors Make an Entry 
Hundreds of visitors enter and exit the school grounds, including personnel, workers, guards, unknown people, 

materials, and so on. Manually authenticating each entry and exit is a massive undertaking that the school 

administration cannot practically handle. Nonetheless, failing to authenticate visitors puts children's safety and the 

school's security at danger. 
 

The use of technology is crucial. For both school administrators and parents, visitor authentication is an essential and 

urgent requirement. A strong and digital visitor control system that can authenticate visitors in seconds is required by 

schools. 

b) A Digital Visitor Management System 
 

It should be able to simulate the difficulties that manual verification methods face. It should, for example, be: 

 Unlike manual verification, it is tamperproof and errorproof. 

 In seconds, you can authenticate, monitor, track, and capture data. 

 User-friendly - school administration and parents should be able to utilise them simply.  

 Cost-effective - cheaper than or comparable to the cost of guards stationed for the same job. 
 

c) Monitor All School Employees 
 

Staff tracker is a straightforward tool for managing school instructors, contract workers, labourers, vendors, and other 

personnel across multiple branches and locations. 

A single dashboard can quickly track their admission and exit from school campuses. 

Profile information, time logs, attendance, permissions, and approvals are all accessible through a single system. You 

may also keep track of their entries and exits. Before signing on the dotted line, check sure the solution fulfils your 

needs and has been piloted. Anything that procedure a school utilizes, directors should consider and preferably 

evaluate its impact on understudies, staff, and local area perspectives toward the school, as well as its impact on 

dangers to school wellbeing and security. 
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Consider what your training provides and what you want the student to learn by taking a step back. Because you've created 

instructor-led classes, you're presumably already aware of this. Ask yourself, "Where are the problems?" with the help of your 

experience and the instructors. Almost every trainer will admit that some portions of their programmes are difficult for both them 

and their students. Consider dry, factual material like technical specifications, compliance data, or a complex series of actions that 

may require practise to grasp. This is your window of opportunity: what can you extract from instructor-led sessions and turn into 

eLearning so that learners may learn and practise on their own time—and at their own pace? 
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d) School Bus Tracker with Live Updates 
The school administration can monitor the school buses using a school bus tracker technology. Parents are also notified 

when their children are picked up and dropped off. The computerised record of the child's bus attendance is complete. 

These real-time actions, for example, can be taken: 

 Track the movement and location of vehicles in real time. 

 Raise concerns if you see someone speeding. 

 If someone feels uneasy or worried, send a panic alert. 

 Keep an eye on vehicle movements and stops. 

 For Schools, a Child Monitoring and Security System. 
 

e) Secure A Very Young Child 
Only parents, teachers, or recognised and permitted relatives should handle tiny tots attending prep and play schools, 

as well as children up to roughly the age of five. This approach allows parents to keep track of who is caring for their 

children at all times while also reducing time-consuming paper-based methods. It absolves the school administration 

of responsibility for a student's pick-up. 

The great aspect is that it's simple, easy to use, and tamper-proof. 

f) Verify Someone Loitering in the Campus 
Standing around examination is generally investigated these days since it expects violations by distinguishing dubious 

standard of conduct showed by guilty parties and responds to the conditions right away. The test in standing around 

identification lies in powerful segregation of the personal conduct standard of hostile dally and harmless linger. 

Any person present on school campuses can be instantly verified using digital cloud systems. They are capable of 

verifying even intangible objects such as assets. 
 

In seconds, these solutions assist establish identification and reliability while also weeding out suspicion. 
 

In this approach, ill-intentioned individuals receive a clear signal that they are not permitted to engage in any illegal 

conduct on the school grounds.  
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g) Student Tracking System 

Thousands of children are housed on vast campuses known as schools. The position of a child must be tracked from 

time to time. 

From a single system accessible to the school administration, digital cloud-based student monitoring solutions can 

offer the "last seen" location of a child on school campuses. These options are useful for tracking a child's position on 

campus and can in handy in emergency situations. 

h) Managing Hostel Residents Is Now Easy 
Hostel occupants frequently disobey rules and regulations, mostly because it is difficult to track their in and out 

movements. When such instances occur, parents, guardians, and hostel officials all blame one another. However, if a 

good system is in place to check for abnormalities, such behaviour can be greatly reduced. 

In the event of irregularities, the hostel management solution allows authorities to trace the admission and exit of 

hostel residents and send notifications to parents and management. When necessary, authorities can take appropriate 

measures. 

i) Automatic Number Plate Recognition 
Many schools have implemented automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) as another means of keeping pupils 

secure. It has been shown to be successful in preventing unsafe driving behaviour outside of the school setting, as well 

as in identifying persons who have breached the rules. 

Many innovative technologies are now accessible to upgrade and optimise school security systems. It may seem 

daunting, so the best thing to do is consult with a security specialist who can advise you on what will work best and 

point out any loopholes you may have noticed. They'll consider your safety and economic concerns before installing a 

system that will not only make kids, employees, and visitors safer, but also provide you more peace of mind. 
 

 

Conclusion 
We've gone through a few of the immediate difficulties that schools can address by introducing technologically 

advanced apps without making large financial investments. Cloud solutions are simple to set up. You can immediately 

pilot them. These goods are also not extremely hazardous investments in terms of cost and effort because they are 

built on a pay-as-you-go approach and easy pricing. There are numerous options on the market today for schools who 

wish to assure the digitization of their student and campus management and security. Before signing on the dotted 

line, check sure the solution fulfils your needs and has been piloted. Anything that procedure a school utilizes, directors 

should consider and preferably evaluate its impact on understudies, staff, and local area perspectives toward the 

school, as well as its impact on dangers to school wellbeing and security. To utilize advancements successfully and 

morally, schools need to consider whether and how specific advances could plausibly be embraced and used to 

effectively resolve the particular issues connected with understudy security for which arrangements are required. 
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Introduction 
The approach of sourcing, enticing, and hiring talented persons for internships, co-ops, full-time entry-level jobs, and 

summer work is known as campus recruitment. Many medium and large-sized enterprises with high-volume recruiting 

needs typically use college recruitment tactics. Enterprises can also use these for a variety of objectives, such as 

sourcing prospective applicants through university career centres, visiting multiple institutions, and attending a variety 

of recruiting events throughout the spring/fall semester. Working with university career development centres and 

attending career fairs to connect face-to-face with college students and graduates is a common aspect of campus 

hiring strategy. Some businesses, such as technology business consulting, finance, manufacturing, and engineering, 

are more likely to engage in college recruitment than others.  

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has had a significant influence on human life, with lockdown and social 

distancing measures bringing everything to a halt. The same ramifications can be seen when performing hiring 

processes all over the world. Organizations respond to immediate changes in demand and stay current with new 

regulatory changes as a result of this. This involves the closure of physical stores, offices, and campuses, as well as a 

rapid shift to online learning and remote working. This has resulted in significant improvements in the recruiting 

process, including campus hiring, which is one of the most impressive recruiting operations. 
 

What Is Virtual Campus Hiring? 
In these exceptional times, with the pandemic threat and a drop in global job postings, school employment will rely 

heavily on technology. If companies want to attract students or fresh graduates or develop a strong talent pipeline, 

they must do so remotely, which means virtual campus hiring is the way to go. 

The grounds enrollment drives have been totally ripped off the framework because of the predominant circumstance 

denying new alumni and last year understudies from open positions. Virtual grounds enlistment drives have given the 

beam of desire to these understudies, giving the openness required. 
 

Universities can connect alumni and students with companies through online technology-based platforms without 

having to visit their campuses. Online campus drives, like normal campus events, provide an online channel for job 

seekers and employers to learn more about each other and connect to explore new opportunities. They can use 

resources like video conferencing, chat rooms, and virtual booths to help students learn more about the opportunities 

and advantages of applying to and joining a specific organisation. 
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Who Is a Virtual Recruiter? 
A virtual recruiter involved in the interviewing process could be an online and remote recruiting officer, a superior or 

hiring manager looking to save time and resources in the hiring process, a recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) 

provider, or an online pre-screening tool for the candidate evaluation process. Virtual interviews simplify the candidate 

screening process by evaluating candidates on key criteria that determine their fitness for employment while also 

assuring compliance with labour and anti-discrimination laws. Virtual recruiters have the same responsibilities and 

objectives as traditional recruiters; their main purpose is to help their employer clients find the best people to fill their 

openings. They can act as a bridge between job searchers and potential employers, allowing firms to focus only on 

those who are qualified for the position. 

Best Practices in Virtual Hiring 

1) Pre-Placement Engagement 
Student engagement is the next step in campus recruitment after picking institutions using campus information. 

Presentations and speeches have no real value in a world when information is available at the touch of a button. 

Organizations must connect with students' ambitions in order to make an effect. Pre-position talks are probably 

going to draw in impartial understudies. On the other hand, intelligent and high-on-energy challenges can be 

incredibly helpful conversation starters, guaranteeing support from new alumni, really inspired by the business and 

its items. This would guarantee quality recruits. The in general pre-enlist experience is a strong message to work 

searchers and competitors about what it resembles to work for your organization and how you treat and worth your 

representatives. 

2) Candidate Screening through Online Assessment 
The next step is to distribute screening assessments to interested candidates and shortlist those who will be 

interviewed in the final round. Technical or domain skills, cognitive capabilities, behavioural and psychological 

qualities, and successful communication are the four pillars of screening. These four pillars can be used to develop a 

screening procedure that truly uncovers a student's potential. In the screening procedure, online exams are commonly 

used. They let companies to assess candidates' core talents and suitability for the job while taking into account the 

role and the firm, and then shortlist them for a selection interview. Most businesses use skill-based evaluations to 

verify that they hire people who are capable of performing the required responsibilities. In this age of digital change 

and collaboration, however, no team in a company operates in isolation.  
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3) Domain or Technical Skills 

Assume that an IT firm has to undertake campus placements to fill many open positions throughout its global locations. 

It aspires to assess students' coding knowledge and practical coding skills. A coding examination with MCQs that can 

filter a large number of students is a fantastic method to go about it. It would ensure that students who meet the 

benchmark scores and are serious about the organisation advance to the next phase of screening, which is hands-on 

coding in a real-world setting. Students can use coding simulators to practise their skills and demonstrate their 

problem-solving technique, which is scored based on predetermined parameters without the need for personal 

intervention. 

4) Cognitive Skills 

Organizations emphasise the importance of cognitive abilities such as learning agility, problem-solving, and inventive 

thinking in a VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous) world. These are sought-after open-ended talents 

that can be applied to any work role. 

5) Behavioural & Personality Traits 
Every firm has its own culture and mission, and potential employees must be able to seamlessly fit into it. Recruiters 

can gain insight into a person's behavioural patterns and forecast their capacity to deal with pressure, dispute 

resolution, and other common workplace issues by examining behavioural inclinations and personality features. Scores 

are generally in the form of a scale and the percentile in which a student falls because there are no right or wrong 

answers. Aggression, motivation, and honesty are just a few examples. It enables recruiters to match the personalities 

of candidates to corporate benchmarks. 

Conclusion 
Every corporate function is being pushed to embrace new and cost-effective approaches to streamline and accelerate 

their processes via technology. The time has come to go with the virtual campus recruitment method. With an all-in-

one platform solution, you can improve your organization's campus hiring processes and move toward the future of 

recruitment. Over the most recent few years, grounds enrollment process has gone through change and has seen 

weighty dependence on innovation making the enlistment cycle virtual. Virtual recruiting is tied in with splitting away 

from the customary employing process. It has arisen out to be another strategy to connect with huge pool of assorted 

ability from the nation over. It is opening the entryways for the understudy work applicants to a dynamic and 

invigorating future. 
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Meru International School 
The ardent passion for education by Mr Dr. Rameswar Rao, Jupally, The Chairman of the 

My Home Group laid the seed for Meru International School.  Meru International School 

(MIS) has created its mark in the education world in a span of 4 years. From the inception 

of MIS in the year 2018, we have built a safe and enriching environment not only for our 1500+ kids but also for our employees as 

well. 

We believe in every child and nurture the child to transcend and succeed. We encourage hard work, academic rigor, participation, 

and lifelong learning for students to become resilient and adaptive to all situations. We aim to constantly innovate to foster 

curiosity in children, both inside as well as outside the classroom. 

Mission 
We aim to build a society of higher order and progressive thinkers to bring about a positive change in the world. With the M-CLAP 

(Career Readiness, Leadership & Life Skills, Academics & Enrichment Programme), we want to build a society of well-rounded, 

responsible and righteous citizens who understand that it is not just about succeeding but doing so in the right spirit. 

The Core Values of Meru International School 
                                  “Old School Values, New School Methodologies” 

Our educators at Meru International School believe in encouraging curiosity within the classroom. They are constantly trying to find 

new and exciting ways to make the process of learning much more fun for students. Children are encouraged to voice their questions 

and participate in the sessions. Every aspect of our curriculum is designed specifically to ensure that your child explores every facet 

of the overall development. Our educators also drive in the values that shape responsible citizens. We believe in moulding citizens 

who respect their teachers, their peers and the environment around them. It’s where old school values come together with new-

age methodologies to create well-rounded individuals who create a positive change in society. 

The Meru Advantage  

MCLAP: A first in India, full-fledged integration of Career Readiness Schooling programme from K 12 that prioritizes Academic 

Progression along with Career Readiness among all students to secure productive employment in their chosen pathway – efficiently 

and cost-effectively. This programme is the initial step towards enhancing leadership skills, and giving students the freedom to 

choose from a plethora of career options and groom the entrepreneurs, researchers and leaders for 2040s global economy. 

 

Circle time: A child’s emotional development is considered a key factor in their educational success. We, at Meru International 

School aim at creating an emotionally safe learning environment where academic excellence thrives. This program aims to develop 

trust, express gratitude, explore new ideas, develop moral values and most of all make children feel special. 
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Reflection Time: We believe that Reflection Time is one of the most vital steps in the 

student’s learning and progress. We ensure that our children are given time to reflect 

upon their learning for 45 minutes at the end of each week. This helps teachers to 

recognise what students have learnt, how best they learn and what they need to focus on 

in future. Scaffolding reflection in the classroom helps our students to develop and use the skills of peer and self-assessment – 

reflecting on what they have learned, and self-evaluation – reflecting on how they’ve learnt it.  

 

Assessment with 5 step reflection: At MERU INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL we follow a rigorous 5 step reflective process that 

enables student success. This process begins with a well-planned and structured approach to class learning which is reinforced by 

regular home assignments. 

 

Personalized Progression Tracker: Every child matters so is their learning and progression. A unique personalised progression 

tracker based on the daily observations is maintained for every child and the same is discussed in the monthly parent, student and 

teacher interaction. An action plan is drawn up for the month to facilitate student progression. 

 

Continuous Professional Development Qualification (CPDQ) for Teachers:  As a modern and contemporary school, 

we give a lot of importance to effective teaching. We strive to help teachers continually improve the quality of their teaching by 

organizing 150 hours of Continuous Professional Development training at par with International Teaching Standards. Our teachers 

are committed to learning new skills and applying them in the classroom. This in turn leads to a more stimulating and effective 

teaching environment. Moreover, it increases teacher motivation and confidence, and provides an organised environment for 

students and teachers to thrive. 

                                         “WE TRAIN, COACH AND MENTOR” 

School Awards & Achievements 
The time since the global pandemic has indeed been unique in its own way. Our 

great association as a vibrant school community has clearly proven that we are 

adaptive and resilient towards the new normal. MERU INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

HAS BEEN AWARDED AS THE NO.1 SCHOOL OF HYDERABAD/ TELANGANA, AND 

NO.4 POSITION IN INDIA BY PRESTIGIOUS EDUCATION WORLD IN DECEMBER 2021. 

This clearly reflects the tenacity and perseverance of this school community.   

Also, some other Awards are:  

1. “Best Neighbourhood School – Times Education Excellence, 2020” 

2.  Distinguished International School Award – IESA 2020  

3. Business Leader of the year – Academic Excellence Award by ET NOW 

4. Best Emerging School of the Year – ET NOW, 2018. 

 

From the Director, Meghana Rao Jupally’s desk: 
My involvement with education goes back a long way. With a strong educational background, I joined Yashoda Nursing School and 

College’s management team and played a significant role in the expansion of the courses. Today, Yashoda Academy of Medical 

Education & Research is offering nine different courses including PGDCC and a Paramedical course. After my stint at Yashoda, I 

also played a vital role in establishing JIMS Homeopathy College in Hyderabad, now a leading Homeopathy institute. I have always 

been deeply passionate about education, and that came to the forefront when I became the mother of two beautiful children. I 

realized that the strong value system which was taught to me in school and at home seemed to be missing nowadays. Like every 

parent, I too aim to see my children grow up to be successful, but what’s more important is that they do it in the right spirit. The 

COVID-19 pandemic has changed our lives and our lifestyle too. The education industry has witnessed an unprecedented change 

with technology integrating minutely into every aspect. The pandemic has forced us to break away from the past and imagine life 

anew. To survive and traverse this Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous (VUCA) world, we all need to be skilled and train 

better. This realisation has paved the way for the launch of the M-CLAP (Meru Career-Readiness Leadership and Academics & 

Enrichment Programme) – a meticulous academic and a thorough behaviour & skills readiness program based on inquiry and 

experiential learning, to make every student career ready. At Meru, it’s all about providing the right choices to our Meruvians.  
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Shantiniketan International School  
SNIS offers a balanced and relevant education by incorporating both 

national and international standards into its curriculum. Students will be 

offered CBSE (Central Board of Secondary Education), IB World Schools 

share a common philosophy- a commitment to high-quality, challenging, 

international education- that we believe is important for our students. PYP (Primary Years Programme) Shantiniketan International 

School is a candidate school* for the PYP. This school is pursuing authorization as an IB World School. IB World Schools share a 

common philosophy- a commitment to high-quality, challenging, international education- that we believe is important for our 

students. SNIS also follows CAIE (Cambridge Assessment of International Education) affiliated programs to ensure an 

advantageous learning position, from both national and global realms.  

 

PHILOSOPHY & TEACHING METHODOLOGY 
At SNIS, we believe in the philosophy of interactive learning. We blend theoretical and practical knowledge by constantly innovating 

our ways of imparting knowledge and skills to our students. Finding a suitable platform to merge classroom and real-world scenarios, 

we prepare our students for every walk of life. What’s more, we make sure our pupils grow up to be wholesome, thoughtful, and 

well-informed individuals in sync with the scientific and cultural ethos of a constantly evolving world. SNIS incorporates real-world 

teaching taking advantage of its good infrastructure. Our chief aim is to foster innovative learning by blending traditional values with 

global education.                                                  “Indian Ethos. International Standards.” 

MISSION: 
Our mission is to develop young adults with active and creative minds, a sense of understanding and compassion for others, and the 

courage to act on their beliefs. We emphasize on the total development of each child: spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, emotional, 

and physical, and establish values that will allow him/her to act with thoughtfulness and humanity. To this end, we have prepared 

an environment that is engaging and responsive to each child at different stages of development. We provide the best possible 

education for students by developing the knowledge, attitudes, and skills-sets essential for life-long learning. We Emphasize: 

 Basic Ethical Values 

 Social Responsibility  

 Global Citizenship 

 

VISION: 
At SNIS, the success of any teaching methodology is key to the 

working of our institution. Our internal management team evaluates 

not only pupils’ development, but the progress of a teacher in taking 

her or his students to a higher echelon of learning and growth. With 

close internal monitoring as a tool of quality assessment, we aim to 

“walk the talk” and cater to the expectations of a generation that is 

exposed to global culture. At the same time, we intend to strengthen 

their awareness about their roots. We Encourage: 

 Compassion for Others  

 Concern for the Environment 

 Confidence in our Cultural Heritage  

 Cross Cultural Awareness 

CLASSES AT SNIS: 
SNIS offers strategic class sessions for the perfect learning experience of different age-groups. We divide our classes in such a way 

that each pupil is given the required attention and is catered to in the most holistic way. 

Threshold: Threshold refers to the gateway to world-class schooling experience at SNIS. It consists of Pre-Primary classes, namely, 

Nursery, Lower Kindergarten (LKG) and Upper Kindergarten (UKG). Here students will be encouraged to express their joie-de vivre 

(joy of living) through art, rhymes, music and dance. An activity centre and play park designed by educationalists provide areas for 

leisure and relaxation for the little ones outside their classrooms.  
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Steps: Landing stands for classes in Middle School, from Standards VI to 

VIII. Here a strong foundation will be laid for concepts in all subjects. At this 

crucial stage, rote learning will be discouraged and conceptual 

understanding with application will be encouraged. We follow CBSE and 

Cambridge curriculum at this stage.  

 

Take-off: Take-off embodies Secondary classes from Standards IX to X. These stages will be 

added eventually in subsequent years. At this crucial stage, Senior School students must prepare 

for the first major examination of his/her life, namely, CBSE and IGCSE Board Examinations of 

Class X. At this level the school will strive to provide a scholarly yet stress-free environment to 

enable the student to achieve the required goals and standards. The teachers at this stage would 

be recognized experts in their field so that the students can be provided with every opportunity 

to excel at their academics. The senior school children also take the first step into adulthood and 

need adequate guidance and counselling from teachers as philosophers, mentors and guides. 

Students are encouraged to set career goals for themselves to hone their learning and study 

skills along with interpersonal and leadership abilities.  

 

INFRASTRUCTURE:  
SNIS is built on a 2.5-acre campus offering a world- class infrastructure. We make sure that all 

students get the space and freedom to nurture their hidden talents and find their true calling. 

The well- equipped Language Lab facilitates high-level language acquisition for student to 

converse in English with ease and confidence. The lab provides software support which makes 

it easier for students to acquire language skills. Technology is ubiquitous and we are surrounded 

by information 24/7. Our students will be made adept in methods of finding global information 

relevant to their learning experiences. SNIS has two computer labs manned by experts in the 

field. These computer labs provide the necessary computer training for students on various 

subjects. SNIS takes pride in the fact that it has the most spacious and well equipped Physics 

Laboratory. The work space is equipped with granite tops and side tables with racks, all provided 

with sockets for electricity connection. The lab also has a dark room to perform experiments. The Biology Laboratory is well 

equipped with essentials like microscopes, slides, stains, forceps, needles, etc. that are required for performing experiments. SNIS 

has a Chemistry Lab with a work area in the form of granite top tables which have racks containing all reagents and chemicals used 

during the experiments. SNIS offers an adequate infrastructure for both indoor and outdoor games such as table tennis, chess, 

carrom, cricket, volley ball, throw ball, basketball, tennis, skating as well as a separate kids’ play area for the younger ones to spend 

their energies in a fun way.   
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DECCAN SPRINGS GLOBAL SCHOOL  
The world, as we know it, is rap- idly changing. The digital age 

has played the perfect catalyst in expanding our horizons at a 

pace that has never been witnessed before in human history. 

In a world like this, it is essential to nurture our children 

through a modern approach that moulds the best of the past 

with that of the present to prepare them to be ready for anything in the future. Deccan Springs Global School is doing just that! 

The school is pioneering the next educational revolution by embracing the digital age through breakthrough innovations in 

curriculum development and teaching methodologies. It helps channel the energies of students in the productive directions of 

their choice to transform them into the ideal citizens of tomorrow. 
 

UNLEASHING EVERY CHILD’S POTENTIAL 
Bringing out the unique genius hidden in every student requires a wholesome approach to education and development. The 

school’s holistic approach to every child’s growth stems from its customized curriculum. It’s categorized into three essential age 

groups namely, Explorers, Aspirers, and Achievers to ensure that the learning is focused, effective, and easy. The curriculum 

addresses the various social, physical, emotional, cultural and ethical aspects of development while simultaneously building a 

strong foundation of essential knowledge in them.  It helps craft independent, confident and respectful learners out of every 

child. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAKING LEARNING SENSIBLE & EXCITING: 
To live and thrive in the modern world, it is essential to receive a modern education. The futuristic teaching methodologies of 

DSGS adapt to the constantly evolving educational environments to drive a better understanding of the changing world in the 

students. The “every child first” ideology of the teachers here lets them understand the children as individuals so that they can 

help the students learn at their own pace and comfort. The DSGS Innovation Centre is where the latest teaching methodologies 

are explored and discussed before being implemented in classrooms. Led by academicians with over 25 years of experience, the 

Innovation Centre is spearheading the “adapt first” movement to always keep its students ahead of the competition. 
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TAKING EDUCATION BEYOND THE CLASSROOM 
The 2.5-acre campus of DSGS at Nacharam has been thoughtfully 

designed to engage students of all ages. It has been carefully 

crafted to provide a safe and secure environment where students 

can learn and thrive. While learning at DSGS begins in the 

classroom, it doesn’t end there. The school comes with an 

exceptional range of facilities like a state-of-the-art steam lab, computer lab, library, art & craft room, music and dance hall, 

meditation hall, and amphitheatre. These facilities help students explore their talents, develop new interests and master their 

arts under the guidance of teachers. 

WHERE TOMORROW’S CHAMPIONS ARE DISCOVERED 

Established to unleash the s porting potential of your child, the DSGS Sports Academy is a centre of sporting excellence with the 

best coaches and facilities. From tennis, badminton and basketball to cricket, football and athletics, the Academy is a great place 

to discover and nourish the sporting prowess of students in safe and controlled spaces Spread across 50,000 sft, the Academy is a 

space where the talented sports stars of today are nurtured into the champions of tomorrow. 

WHY CHOOSE DSGS? 
Deccan Springs Global School is changing the way children are educated through its future-centric curriculum. Apart from the core 

sub- jects of the curriculum, the school teaches a range of supportive and future-centric subjects to ensure the holistic 

development of every child. Subjects like design and computational thinking, financial literacy, reasoning and aptitude help 

students   expand    their horizons early and gain the advantage in the long run. The future-centric curriculum is what truly makes 

DSGS a school that nurtures the future by preparing students to be ready for anything.  

AT THE HELM OF THIS REVOLUTION 
DSGS unique vision to nurture the future comes from their Chief of Academics - Dr. Pavan Samba. Over the last 25 years, Dr. Pavan 

Samba has educated and nurtured thousands of young minds across India. His journey as an educator began at the age of 17 

when he realised the need for a strong educational foundation that’s accessible to all in the country. It led him to craft India’s IIT 

and Medical foundation course. His passion and dedication to India’s youth also brought him great honours. He was awarded, 

“Educationist of the Year - 2019” by IMT at the House of Commons, British Parliament, UK. 
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About 
Laurus – The Universal School 

Laurus The Universal School, situated at Bowampet was established in 2021. in a sprawling campus of 4 acres. With more 

Space dedicated to greenery and less space for concrete, the students can enjoy nature as they are nurtured by well-trained 

staff. 
VISIONARY LEADERSHIP 
Under the leadership of Di: P. Gopalakrishna , who has rich experience in the field of education, Laurus Is poised to carve its own 

niche in no time. Another branch, Laurus The School of Excellence at Nizampet, under his directorship is known for upholding 

excellence in education, while offering an affordable fee structure. As the school Is being managed by passionate educationists, 

the child gets quality education and wide exposure. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE: 
Laurus the Universal School o!Iers education from Nursery to Grade X. Built as per lhe prescribed norms: each classroom is 

equipped with digital boardsfor better interactions. The school has a dedicated play area for the tiny tots and the Play Station 

isthespecial attraction. Students can enjoy several sporting facilities including cricket, football, badminton, basketball, beach 

voUeybal1 and more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMITMENT TO ENSURE STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING: 

Laurus believes in adopting interative teaching-learning methods. With 26 students per section, individual alten· lion forevery 

child is paramount at the school. The institution maintains a teacher pupil ratio of 1:15, to ensure the overall developmentof the 

child. The curriculum has been integrated wiU1rele vant activities for the better reinforcement of the concepts.Topic end tests 

are conducted by a11 llie subject teachers to test for llie formative learning and the item analysisgives llie teachers scope to un· 

derstand if re-teaching of a particular topic is need edor remedial teaching for thelow scorerswould be enough. 
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Institution Profile 
HOLISTIC   DEVELOPMENT: 
With regards to sports, Laurus the Universal School has tied up with Sportsvillage, to send different sports coaches to train the 

students in the respective sports. To groom students' skills in a professional manner. Apart from curricular activities, co-curricular 

activities in music. dance. drama. yoga and other fields to encourage students to pursue hobbies in which they are interested 

in.Even during the pandemic, the school has organized several activities like sciene fair, spell bee, handwriting, speaking, 

Brainfeed and more. 

WHERE TOMORROW’S CHAMPIONS ARE DISCOVERED 

The Virtual Science Fair has been appreciated by U1e parents and students as it continued to uphold the essence and spirit of the 

pro gram. It has given shape to many new ideas. The Spell Bee program is sought after by all the students of grades I to 10. Grade-

level words are served on students in advance and the competition is held to select the top two from each grade. Brainfeed is an 

educational program.  Through its program, a new concept is explained every day with the help of an appropriate image to 

reinforce learning. Handwriting and Speaking activities are continuously run in school because U1eseskillsareessential lifelong! 

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR LIFE-LONG LEARNING: 
The unique l TEACH ME program ensures every child from grade 3 onwards is asked to select a book from the well stocked libraryt  

After reading it,all students discuss about it critically Sometimes they en act the characters to bring our theessenceor the book. 

They even try to rewrite llie ending of the story.  The best grade is recoginzed and rewarded. 

 

DEVISED PERSONALITY:  

The school has also devised personality development classes where the Director, Principal and the external faculty train students 

of grades 9 and 10 with life skills to ensure all round development. Laurus the Universal School is where students can feel the 

warmth of the teachers, comfort of nature and the bonhomie of peers. 
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Tech & Tools in Education 
Top Ed-tech Software & Apps that are changing the way students study  
Software or computer/mobile applications that are developed with a motive to 

improve current or ongoing learning methods are known as ‘Educational 

Software’. Educational Software can be of many types and can be used to solve 

different day to day issues like classroom management software, reference 

software to even language and subject- specific software. The software is 

helping the school management as well as the students in various ways like 

making their course material more interactive and easier to learn. The basic 

purpose of developing and introducing these applications and softwares is to 

improve the overall efficiency of the education organization. 

History 
Computer softwares for the use of training and education purposes started in 

the early 1940s. One of the earliest use of such softwares for training purpose was when some American researchers developed stimulators for 

flight by using analog computers which then generated onboard data. Traces of such educational and training softwares were found in the mid-

1970’s WWII era also. In 1963, with the guidance of Patrick Suppes, IBM did a partnership project with Stanford University's Institute for 

Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences (IMSSS). The main goal of the partnership was to develop the first comprehensive CAI elementary 

school curriculum, the plan was to use this curriculum on large scale in schools in both California and Mississippi. Now known as Pearson 

Education Technologies, the Computer Curriculum Corporation (CCC) was also established to market various school related materials which was 

developed via the IBM partnership in 1967. One of the hurdles to these educational softwares was the cost factor, running over a cost of $10,000, 

which was out of reach for most of the educational institutions.     In     1975,     the      Altair 8800 revolutionized the field of software. Prior to 

1975, usage of softwares were mainly dependent on university or government owned computers, but now these computers were easily 

assessiblt in homes and schools and were available at less than $2000. The 1980s saw a huge and rapid growth in the availability of personal 

computers which included Commodore PET (1977), Commodore VIC-20 (1980), Commodore 64 (1982) and Apple II (1977). This also helped the 

organizations developing educational softwares. 

Classplus 
With a strong userbase of 70 Lakh+ students across India, Classplus’s mission is to 

make every tutor in the country self-empowered via their application and truly 

focus on teaching. Headquatered in Noida, Classplus was founded in 2015 by 

Mukul Rustagi, Vatsal Rustagi, Bikash Dash, Nikhil Goel and Bhaswat Agarwal. 

Classplus has revolutionized the way the after- school tutoring works. The platform 

works in a way that tutors register on their platform, create classes or batches, 

share it with students, add new students and also assign subjective tests to the 

students. Till now, classplus has raised a total amount of $14 Million in funding 

over the 7 rounds.  
 

Doubtnut  
One of the most innovative and tehnologically advanced application, Doubtnut 

was founded by Tanushree Nagori and husband Aditya Shankar, in 2016. Before 

that, from 2009, the couple was giving offline mathematics and science classes 

to the students of class 9 to 12. The software works on image recognition 

technology where a user can click the picture of the mathematical or science 

problem they are facing, the app then extracts the image in text and try to find 

its solution in Doubtnut’s huge database of pre-answered solutions and pre-

recorded answers of the same. If the solution is not there in Doubtnut’s 

database, the user is prompt to post the question on the online public platform, from where any available tutor online can provide an online 

video solution of the query. 

Quizizz  
With a userbase of more than 10 million students currently, the company was 

launched in 2015 by Ankit Gupta and Deepak Joy Cheenath, and having its 

offices in Bangalore and Santa Monica, California. The app is designed in such 

a way to keep the learning process fun and interactive, even in a remote 

learning environment. The company currently operates on a freemium SaaS 

model, in which the user can access all basic features of the application free of 

cost, whereas have to pay to unlock the premium features. Quizizz also work 

with corporate clients like AWS, Discovery Network, Deloitte, and more. 
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Practically  
Hyderabad based Practically, which was launched in April 2020, offers AI-

based services, which provides Real- time attentiveness tracking in a virtual 

classroom setup to schools. Practically claims to have a regular userbase of 3 

Lakh+ students and a clientele of 130+ schools. Operating on a B2C as well as 

a B2B2C model, and its prime target market are the students of classes 6-12 

and their parents (B2C), and they also target teachers and the school 

administration (B2B2C), for whom Practically offers free of cost services.  

The software has a subscription based model for the parents of the school 

students starting from INR 1.3K to INR 3K per month. During the lockdown 

period, the main source of Practically’s revenue is Andhra Pradesh and Telangana markets. Practically is now expanding to the Middle East 

market, getting some large scale prominent schools, and launching Practically Live classes for STEM subjects and coding. 
 

Skillmatics  
Founded in 2016, Mumbai-headquartered Skillmatics is an Ed-tech brand 

which develops innovative educational products and games. The main goal 

of these products is to help students build core skills which includes math 

and language to science and logic, through systematic play. They are 

currently selling globally to 15+ countries through their own website, various 

e-commerce marketplaces and via an international chain of 3000+ retail 

stores. Their primary focus is on the North American market. Skillmatics is 

also the first Indian brand to be sold worldwide by Hamleys. Skillmatics 

claims to have sold almost 3 million toys and games worldwide to date. 

Clever Harvey  
Clever Harvey was established to help young school students from the age of 

13-16 years to between the academic learning and the real corporate world. 

Clever Harvey makes it possible for each student to learn critical thinking skills, 

commercial acumen, and 

explore unlimited career opportunities in the future. The Junior CMO, Junior 

CEO, and Junior CTO are a few of the tracks available in this ed-tech platform's 

Junior MBA programmes. They also plan to reveal more courses in the near 

future 
 

       

Alolearning  
This is not a novel technology, as robots have been cast-off for years in real estate 

and architecture industry. However, robots have been developed to increase their 

efficiency. Consequently, the robots become lighter, smarter, and able to multitask. 

Additionally, they can learn with Artificial Intelligence (AI). As the robots become are 

becoming smarter, they can go for a visit at the construction site itself and gradually 

can do what humans once did.  

This would lead to huge changes in the industry. For example, it will set new levels 

of construction speed for a building. Not to mention, the price of the buildings will 

drop as human labour would significantly decrease. 

 

Asmakam 
This self-directed open learning space allows students to develop their own 

imagination. The platform, which is set in a beautiful natural environment, is most 

important for students of parents who want their children to learn about life. 

Students may discover the latent creativity by using a three-pronged method of 

communicating through immersive interactions, sharing and not really competing, 

and developing. 

Students may discover their latent talents by using a three-pronged method of 

communicating through immersive interactions, sharing and not really competing, 

and developing. The startup is an excellent forum for encouraging students' 

imagination and innovation. Students may discover their latent talents by using a 

three-pronged method of communication.  
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The most expensive school in the world is the 

institute “Le Rosey” in Switzerland. It cost 

$87,000 in tuition fees. The school has 400 
students enrolled with 150 teachers 

 

Students in South Korea are expected to stay 

and help clean and tidy the classroom. When 
lessons are over. 

 

 

Bill Gates & Melinda Gates made a website 

that provide free textbooks for college students 

100% legally. 

 

In Finland, teachers have a freedom of 

deciding the best educational methods for 

their students. 
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Bangladesh is the only country where you can 

see boat schools. There’s a big flooding problem 

and such schools suggest a solution 

 

In Iceland, Knitting is a part of the syllabus. 

It does not really matter if you are a boy or a 

girl, you have to know how to knit 

Guatemalan Bottle School 

A School in the Philippines is entirely made up 

of recycled pop bottles 

 

Gaokao, a compulsory exam to be given by 

every high school student in China, lasts for 

about 9 hours across two days 
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Education Briefs - International 
Dibimbing, an online career preparation company, has raised further funding via the FundEx SCF platform:
Dibimbing, an Indonesia-based online 

learning platform is a digital skills learning, 

career preparation, and job distribution 

platform co-founded by three young 

University of Indonesia grads, Zaky 

Muhammad Syah, Alim Anggono, and Wildan 

Gunawan, in November 2020. The platform is 

designed to assist users in developing the 

abilities and skills required in the workplace. 

Data science, digital marketing & UI/UX, 

business intelligent, and SEO are among the 

educational programmes available. With a 

45-day offer period, the company hopes to 

raise IDR 1.2 billion. With a price of Rp500 per 

share, the total number of shares issued is 2.4 

million, or 5%. Dibimbing offers a variety of 

advantages to its investors, according to the 

company’s prospectus. Investors receive a 

special benefit in the form of a free 

investment class worth IDR 1 million for each 

person, in addition to capital gains. Around 

80% of the funds received by Dibimbing will 

be used to improve the quality of technology-

oriented products.

Sub-10, a Gateshead EdTech startup, has raised £710,000 to further develop its e-learning platform:  
Sub-10, founded by Peter Stephenson and 

Angela Ross, is a one-stop shop for meeting 

company ethical and compliance needs. Code 

of conduct, inclusion and diversity, anti-

money laundering, anti-bribery and 

corruption, competition legislation, personal 

data protection, and security awareness are 

among the necessary themes covered by the 

platform’s compliance learning units. It helps 

students gain knowledge, improve 

comprehension, and apply what they’ve 

learned. Sub-10, an intelligent educational 

platform that tailors the learning experience 

for each professional development 

participant, has received £710,000 in funding. 

With the current funding, the education 

technology company intends to use AI to 

develop its e-learning platform. Sub-10 also 

plans to release its first compliance-focused 

product, which will be targeted at businesses 

of all sizes. The Sub-10 learning platform 

enables organisations to gain access to high-

quality, effective learning that is tailored to 

each learner’s specific needs
 

Alphacruncher, a Swiss EdTech company, has raised €1.45 million to expand its Research Cloud Workspace 

product globally:
Alphacruncher’s cloud platform, which was 

founded in 2015 by Alexandru Popescu, Fabio 

Trojani, and Tamas Simon, offers an easily 

accessible, fully integrated digital research 

environment that efficiently supports data-

analytic workflows with a holistic approach 

that includes appropriate data services, high-

performance computing facilities, and unified 

digital curation. Alphacruncher, a Swiss 

education technology company, has raised 

€1.45 million in funding from Alpine Equity, 

NGM, individual investors, and existing 

customers in Austria. Nuvolos, the company’s 

education and research cloud workspace 

product, will be rolled out globally thanks to 

the current funding. Alphacruncher is on a 

mission to bring cutting-edge technology to 

the education, higher education, and 

research sectors. Nuvolos, one of the 

company’s products, creates new and 

simpler workflows in digital education and 

research. It allows users to take advantage of 

the capability of modern cloud computing 

technology in a straightforward and user-

friendly manner.

Nigerian edtech startup AltSchool bags $1M in a Pre-Seed funding round:
Africa, like the rest of the globe, is attempting 

to boost the number of software developers 

in its region. It is no longer news that global 

firms are poaching Africa’s digital talent, from 

mid-level to senior-level, with many wanting 

greater salary and advantages, as well as the 

global notoriety that comes with working for 

companies outside of Africa. Edtech startup 

AltSchool recently announced that it has 

raised $1 million in a pre-seed funding round. 

AltSchool will be a free online school where 

students will obtain software development 

instruction and a diploma certificate at the 

end of their programme, which will take 9 

months to complete. AltSchool also pledges 

to make room for participants who do not 

have access to a computer by supplying them 

with a laptop on a soft loan basis. Although, 

unlike Andela, AltSchool will not put its 

students on a payroll, it will provide a three-

month internship at the end of their degree.
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 UK-based edtech company FourthRev secured $8m in a Series A funding round:  
Founded in 2019, to address global digital 

skills gaps, FourthRev has launched a new 

type of education called Career Accelerators. 

FourthRev today announced the thriving 

fulfillment of their $8 million Series A funding 

round. The latest financing round was led by 

Educapital. “The Fourth Industrial 

Revolution-driven digitalisation of the world 

economy has been pushed tremendously by 

the COVID-19 epidemic, with digital 

transformation initiatives having been 

considerably enhanced over the last two 

years. Because of the fast digitisation of the 

economy, 85 million jobs are expected to be 

lost as new AI and automation technologies 

develop, but 97 million jobs are expected to 

be generated,” said Jack Hylands, Co-Founder 

of FourthRev. The funds will be used to create 

and promote more Career Accelerators 

focused on important digital skills shortages, 

such as cybersecurity, project planning, AI, 

analytics, and user interface design.
 

The Manchester-based edtech startup My First Five Years bags £1.4 Million in a funding round:  
Founded in 2021, an edtech start-up provides 

guidance to parents during their child’s early 

years. The customised parenting advice start-

up has raised £1.4 million in funding to 

further expand its early year’s education 

technology app, with the company aiming to 

reach 250,000 users over the next three 

years. The Greater Manchester Combined 

Authority (GMCA) fund, which encourages 

job development, and five anonymous high-

net-worth entrepreneurs and business 

owners in the North West have all invested to 

the edtech venture. “We’re overjoyed to 

have received money that will allow us to 

operate for at least the next 15 months. 

We’ve set lofty growth goals for ourselves, 

including content and app development, and 

this cash will be critical in assisting us in the 

next phase of our adventure,” said Jennie 

Johnson, Co-Founder at My First Five Years. 

Following its newest round of funding, the 

early years edtech app has received over 

1,000 registrations from consumers 

interested in the product once it is released 

on the app store, and it is aiming for 250,000 

users in the next three year.
 

Malaysian edtech startup GuruLab bags $1 Million in a Seed funding round: 
Founded in 2021, GuruLab offers 

personalised courses in addition to its 

learning tools, beginning with live-streamed 

English lessons. The organisation has already 

hired a team of over ten educators with 

master’s and doctoral degrees, as well as 

teachers with years of expertise. GuruLab, a 

platform that delivers learning analytics tools 

to instructors, has received a seed round of 

funding of $1 Million. The latest funding 

round was led by Wright Partners. “Many 

team members of our staff have returned 

home after studying abroad to help 

Malaysian learners since we have witnessed 

directly the benefits of a good study,” said the 

Co-Founder of GuruLab, Eer Kai Song. 

GuruLab plans to utilise the new funds to 

improve its analytics platform and expand its 

capabilities within Malaysia’s school sector, 

according to the company. It also intends to 

increase its teaching and technology teams, 

as well as branch out into new topics and 

industries in the area. 

Cairo-based edtech platform Orcas secured $2.1 Million in a Pre-Series A funding round:  
Founded in 2019, Orcas offers live 1-on-1 

tutoring sessions to K-12 students, both 

online and in person. Orcas is the most 

economical high-quality learning platform 

that allows parents to support their children’s 

education by offering flexible payment 

options, reduced packages, and installment 

programs. Orcas recently announced that it 

has secured $2.1 million in its fresh funding 

round. The latest funding round was co-

headed by Access Bridge Ventures and CIRA’s 

NFX Ventures. “Today’s students have a 

variety of needs that edtech companies must 

meet. As a result, we’ve evolved into a 

learning platform that provides a full range of 

teacher-led and self-paced learning options. 

We will be able to continue to develop our 

technology offering, acquire the best staff, 

and grow into additional MENAP geographies 

with the money,” said CEO of Orcas, Hossam 

Taher.
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 Austrian EdTech Platform GoStudent Bags $300M in a Series D Funding Round:  

GoStudent is a digital learning platform that 

provides online instruction as well as paid 

individual classes in all topics. The company 

wants to help students attain their full 

potential by using online instruction to 

replace traditional tutoring. GoStudent, a 

Vienna-based EdTech platform that connects 

K-12 children (and their parents) with one-

on-one video-based instructors in a range of 

areas, has secured $340 million (300 million 

euros) in a Series D round of investment 

headed by new investor Prosus, an 

Amsterdam-based consumer internet firm. In 

terms of the funds raised, Felix Ohswald, Co-

Founder and CEO of GoStudent, said in a 

statement: “Education has seen a whirlwind 

of change, from remote classrooms to 

heightened academic ambitions, and we 

believe that the learning of students around 

the world there is a huge opportunity to 

change the way we live by expanding access 

to quality education.” Following the covid-19 

epidemic, which compelled students to learn 

online and was later seen as a more efficient 

way to acquire tutoring, GoStudent is seeing 

a surge of interest in edtech.

 

Birmingham-based EdTech Platform, EdifyOnline secured $600k in Bridge Round:  
EdifyOnline facilitates online courses, 

minimises student dropouts, boosts student 

enrolment in education institutions, reduces 

educational costs, and provides students with 

the most effective learning experiences 

possible. The portal acts as a “one-stop-shop” 

for matching talent demand with available 

resources. EdifyOnline, a Birmingham-based 

education technology firm that connects 

communities with independent teaching 

talent, has secured $600,000 in a bridging 

deal. In terms of the funds raised, CEO of 

EdifyOnline, Vik Agarwal, said, “The bridge 

round was raised in less than a month from 

when he first tested the waters for potential 

investors.” EdifyOnline’s most recent 

fundraise took place in 2020, following a 

successful period during the pandemic when 

more clients need virtual classes and lessons. 

In 2017, the startup was awarded $50,000 in 

the Alabama Launchpad competition. 

Education institutions, communities, and 

students, according to EdifyOnline, are all 

equal partners in the noble cause of 

education. Its sole purpose is to bring them 

all together.
 

Chicago-based edtech platform Espark raises $25M to grow its student-centric learning program: 
ESpark is a major developer of individualised 

learning software that enables students to 

enjoy studying and achieve academic and life 

success. The platform offers engaging, 

standards-based courses that help K-5 kids 

excel at their own level in reading and 

arithmetic. Recently Espark announced that it 

has raised $25 Million in a funding round. The 

latest funding round was led by Quad 

Partners. In terms of the funds raised, 

Founder and CEO of ESpark, David Vinca, said 

in a statement, “The effects of the past 

couple years have severely widened existing 

learning gaps in schools across the nation. 

This funding from Quad Partners will allow us 

to invest in our product, grow our talented 

team and to reach more students when they 

need us most.” In 2012, Espark secured $5.7 

million in a Series a fundraising round headed 

by MK Capital, Learn Capital, and NewSchools 

Venture Fund, with participation from 500 

Start-ups. 
 
 

Malaysian Ed-tech platform Pandai secured $2M in a Pre-Seed funding round:
Pandai is a learning software that focuses on 

K-12 studying and assessment in order to aid 

college students perform better in class. 

Pandai allows students to study using 

urriculum-aligned gamified quizzes and 

receive personalized feedback using artificial 

intelligence and machine learning algorithms, 

allowing them to identify their strengths and 

shortcomings. Pandai, a Kuala Lumpur-based 

educational consulting firm, raised $2 million 

in a pre-seed round headed by Global 

Founders Capital, Y Combinator and 500 

Global. The start-up has just lately launched 

modules that might permit dad and mom to 

observe their youngster’s actions and let 

lecturer’s faucet into the agency’s query 

financial institution. In connection with the 

firm, chief executive officer of pandai, khairul 

anwar mohamad zaki, mentioned in an 

announcement, “We still want to improve the 

stickiness of our app and prolong the time 

that users spend in the app.”  
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MagniLearn, an Israeli language learning startup, has teamed up with BELT English, a Korean language 

learning company:
MagniLearn is an AI-centric language learning 

platform founded in 2019 by Ari Rappoport 

and Lana Tockus that gives students with 

personalised courses based on their progress. 

Through its tailored and individualised online 

learning platform, the company partners with 

schools all over the world to help them 

enhance language learning productivity 

quickly and efficiently. The platform offers 

engaging, standards-based courses that help 

K-5 kids excel at their own level in reading and 

arithmetic. MagniLearn, an Israeli intelligent 

language learning platform, has teamed up 

with BELT English, a leading Korean education 

firm, to integrate its AI learning platform 

throughout South Korean schools. 

MagniLearn's intelligent language learning 

technology will be available in Korean schools 

starting this year as part of the partnership, 

allowing them to provide personalised, data-

driven online English learning.

 

Child care and Early Learning Platform Vivvi raised funds of 15 million dollor to expand their services:  
Early Learning and child care service provider 

company Vivvi, just acquired $15 million in a 

Series B fundraising round to continue 

connecting parents and their employers with 

high-quality child care. Vivvi, founded in 2018 

by Ben Newton and Charles Bonello, is a child 

care and early learning provider for today's 

families. Its purpose is to deliver an early 

childhood experience that balances the 

outstanding quality that families deserve 

with the flexibility that they require. It works 

with businesses of all sizes to make high-

quality full-time and backup childcare more 

accessible and affordable. The new 

investment will help the company expand up 

to 30 schools for full-time and backup care, 

many of which will satisfy the growing ne ed 

in New York City. According to Vivvi, just 4% 

to 6% of businesses now provide any child 

care benefits, which is an issue for families 

searching for coverage and employers 

looking to keep their employees focused on 

the job rather than worrying about childcare. 

 

Berlin-based Ed-Tech Tomorrow’s Training Raises €3.4M: 
Tomorrow's Training, a remote-first 

challenger college situated in Berlin, has 

received €3.4 million in a round led by 

Mediahuis Ventures. Various traders also 

participated in the round, including European 

Training Fund Emerge Training and angel 

traders Verena Pausder, Celine Flores Willers, 

and Kai Roemmelt. Tomorrow's Training, co-

founded by serial entrepreneur Christian 

Rebernik and Educational Dr. Thomas Funke 

in 2020, has developed a mobile-first, 

personalised challenge-based learning 

system that allows people from all over the 

world to earn a Master's degree in 

Sustainability, Entrepreneurship, and 

Technology. Tomorrow's Training is on a 

mission to help students develop the skills 

they'll need to build a more sustainable 

future. The firm intends to use the new 

funding to fuel the development of future 

innovators and leaders, allowing people from 

all over the world to have a lasting impact 

while learning some of the most in-demand 

skills for the twenty-first century. 
 

 Cairo-based ed-tech platform Orcas secured $2.1 Million in a Pre-Series A funding round: 
As part of its aim to establish a hybrid 

learning platform, Zenius, a Jakarta-based Ed-

Tech business, has purchased Primagama, 

one of Indonesia's largest offline tutoring 

service providers. Primagama is a tutoring 

organization that was founded in March 1982 

with the goal of boosting academic 

achievement in schools, national tests, and 

success in entrance exams for state or 

favorite universities and official schools. 

Zenius, which was started in 2004 by Sabda 

PS and Medy Suharta, is one of Indonesia's 

first online tutoring businesses. Before 

becoming a fully online business. Zenius 

offers a variety of services, the most popular 

of which is its online tutoring service. Using 

their infrastructure and capabilities, the two 

organisations' collaboration will enable the 

integration of online-to-offline learning 

methods or blended learning. Alpha JWC 

Ventures, Openspace Ventures, Northstar, 

Kinesys, and BeeNext were among the 

investors in Zenius's Pre-Series B investment 

round in early 2021.
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